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Image segmentation entails the partitioning of an image domain, usually two or three
dimensions, so that each partition or segment has some meaning that is relevant to the
application at hand. Accurate image segmentation is a crucial challenge in many disci-
plines, including medicine, computer vision, and geology. In some applications, hetero-
geneous pixel intensities; noisy, ill-defined, or diffusive boundaries; and irregular shapes
with high variability can make it challenging to meet accuracy requirements. Various
segmentation approaches tackle such challenges by casting the segmentation problem as an
energy-minimization problem, and solving it using efficient optimization algorithms. These
approaches are broadly classified as either region-based or edge (surface)-based depending
on the features on which they operate.
The focus of this dissertation is on the development of a surface-based energy model, the
design of efficient formulations of optimization frameworks to incorporate such energy, and
the solution of the energy-minimization problem using graph cuts. This dissertation utilizes
a set of four papers whose motivation is the efficient extraction of the left atrium wall from
the late gadolinium enhancement magnetic resonance imaging (LGE-MRI) image volume.
This dissertation utilizes these energy formulations for other applications, including contact
lens segmentation in the optical coherence tomography (OCT) data and the extraction of
geologic features in seismic data.
Chapters 2 through 5 (papers 1 through 4) explore building a surface-based image
segmentation model by progressively adding components to improve its accuracy and ro-
bustness. The first paper defines a parametric search space and its discrete formulation in
the form of a multilayer three-dimensional mesh model within which the segmentation takes
place. It includes a generative intensity model, and we optimize using a graph formulation of
the surface net problem. The second paper proposes a Bayesian framework with a Markov
random field (MRF) prior that gives rise to another class of surface nets, which provides
better segmentation with smooth boundaries. The third paper presents a maximum a
posteriori (MAP)-based surface estimation framework that relies on a generative image
model by incorporating global shape priors, in addition to the MRF, within the Bayesian
formulation. Thus, the resulting surface not only depends on the learned model of shapes,
but also accommodates the test data irregularities through smooth deviations from these
priors. Further, the paper proposes a new shape parameter estimation scheme, in closed
form, for segmentation as a part of the optimization process. Finally, the fourth paper
(under review at the time of this document) presents an extensive analysis of the MAP
framework and presents improved mesh generation and generative intensity models. It also
performs a thorough analysis of the segmentation results that demonstrates the effectiveness
of the proposed method qualitatively, quantitatively, and clinically.
Chapter 6, consisting of unpublished work, demonstrates the application of an MRF-
based Bayesian framework to segment coupled surfaces of contact lenses in optical coherence
tomography images. This chapter also shows an application related to the extraction of
geological structures in seismic volumes. Due to the large sizes of seismic volume datasets,
we also present fast, approximate surface-based energy minimization strategies that achieve
better speed-ups and memory consumption.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation deals with the partition of an image into multiple segments or
regions. The extent of this partition depends on the context of the application at hand. Ac-
curate segmentation is a ubiquitous demand in a variety of applications, including medicine,
ophthalmology, and seismology. However, this accuracy is affected by significant challenges
depending upon the application. These challenges include highly variable pixel intensities,
noisy/ill-defined diffusive boundaries, and irregular shapes with high variability. Further,
the objects of interest are often surrounded by undesired structures of similar appearance.
In a broad sense, this dissertation focuses on developing a segmentation framework that
aims to segment desired objects accurately and in an efficient manner.
Some standard and powerful image segmentation approaches include deformable models
such as active contours [1] and geodesic active contours [2]; statistical models such as active
shape models [3] and active appearance models [4]; path-based graph methods such as
intelligent scissors [5], live-wire [6], and random walker [7]; spectral analysis techniques
such as normalized cuts [8] and its variants; combinatorial graph cuts-based methods such
as grab-cuts [9] and lazy-snapping [10], etc. All these approaches can be broadly classified
into two groups based on the underlying image features on which they operate: region-based
and edge-based. Region-based methods, also referred to as pixel-labeling methods, primarily
focus on regional features by associating each image pixel with one of the coherent regions.
Such features typically correspond to the intensity distributions of the different regions
being segmented. On the other hand, edge-based methods (also referred to as surface-based
methods) explicitly act upon the internal and external characteristics of the object bound-
aries. The internal characteristics try to keep the boundaries smooth, whereas the external
characteristics drive the solution toward the desired objects of interest. In this dissertation,
we deal with the second class of segmentation methods, because for the applications under
consideration, the features of the desired objects are encoded in the object boundaries
(across edges), especially when neighboring structures attain similar region-based features.
Applications in this dissertation are the left atrial wall, the contact lens, and the horizons.
21.1 Motivation
This research is motivated by a class of segmentation problems whose goal is to pre-
cisely extract either one or multiple surfaces. The specific applications dealt with in this
dissertation include the automatic segmentation of the left atrium wall from late gadolinium
enhancement magnetic resonance imaging (LGE-MRI) data in patients suffering from atrial
fibrillation, segmentation of the contact lens in optical coherent tomography (OCT) image
data, and extraction of horizons in geological data. In the following subsections, we will
provide more details about each application, along with the corresponding challenges.
1.1.1 Left Atrial Wall from LGE-MRI Data
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common type of cardiac arrhythmia, associated
with an increased risk of mortality due to heart failure, dementia, and stroke [11–13].
It is characterized by irregular, rapid electrical impulses that are generated inside the
atrial chambers of the heart, producing fibrosis (tissue remodeling) within the atrial wall.
Catheter-based radio frequency (RF) ablation is considered to be one of the prominent
procedures to treat AF, which entails scarring of the fibrotic tissue [14]. A successful RF
ablation aids in isolation of the fibrosis-affected regions, thus helping cure atrial fibrillation.
The LGE-MRI imaging technique has proven effective in highlighting fibrosis, as well as
in quantifying and tracking the influence of the RF ablation in the formation of scar tissue
within the left atrial (LA) wall [15]. Thus, the assessment of the abnormal atrial tissue
involves the following: LGE-MRI imaging, segmentation of the LA wall, and analysis of
the fibrosis/scar regions within the wall. Current methods manually segment the LA wall,
followed by the study of fibrosis/scar regions.
The manual segmentation of the LA wall requires the delineation of its inner and outer
surfaces, namely the endocardium and epicardium, respectively. However, this method
is time-consuming and requires sufficient anatomical expertise and extensive manpower.
Further, it suffers from reproducibility among different expert image analysts. Automatic
segmentation, on the other hand, tries to overcome these drawbacks by producing faster
and more consistent results. As shown in Fig. 1.1, automatic LA wall extraction is chal-
lenging due to its thin structure, with noisy and occluded boundaries; complex geometry




Figure 1.1. Segmentation of the left atrial (LA) wall. (a) LA segmentation slice of LGE-
MRI volume, (b) LA segmentation in three dimensions. RIPV - Right inferior pulmonary
vein, AO - aorta, RSPV - right superior pulmonary vein, LSPV - left superior pulmonary
vein, LAA - left atrium appendage, LIPV - left inferior pulmonary vein, and MV - mitral
valve. Image courtesy: Joshua Cates with the Comprehensive Arrhythmia Research and
Management (CARMA) Center, University of Utah.
1.1.2 OCT Data of Contact Lens
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a noninvasive imaging modality that uses light
waves to capture micron-scale cross-sectional images of an object [16]. Due to its ability
to produce submicrometer resolution, OCT imaging is extensively used in the quantitative
assessment of cardiovascular- [17], dermatological- [18], ophthalmic-, and optometric-related
applications, for example, in measuring the thickness of retinal layers [19], cornea [20], and
contact lens [21], etc.
The second area of application involves the automatic segmentation of a contact lens
in OCT images, which reflects the accurate delineation of inner and outer boundaries of
various lens types characterized by their curvatures and thicknesses. Accurate segmentation
of lens boundaries helps in performing quality control of the shapes of these lenses. The
problem with OCT lens images is that they are corrupted from speckle noise with low
SNR [22]. Further, the lens images especially suffer from correlated and uncorrelated noise
and imaging artifacts, making the segmentation problem difficult to handle. Fig. 1.2 shows
examples of OCT lens images that exhibit these challenges.
1.1.3 Geological Feature Extraction in Seismic Data
The third application is related to the extraction of horizons from the seismic data.
Seismic horizons are unique layers of the earth’s subsurface that lie between a sequence
of sedimentary rocks of distinct mineral densities and porous characteristics [23]. They
represent a transition in rock properties and play a key role in geoscientific interpretation. In
4Figure 1.2. OCT lens images showing the challenges in segmentation.
this application domain, the segmentation task involves effective and efficient extraction of
horizon surfaces in large 3D seismic volumes. The geometric interpretation of the extracted
horizons leads to the identification of faults, channels, and gas leakages within the earth’s
subsurface [23]. Faults are the subvertical structures with shifted horizons on either side,
thus affecting the continuity of horizons. Fig. 1.3 shows a slice of the seismic volume
comprising a series of horizons and a couple of faults running across these horizons. The
difficulty with segmenting the desired horizons is that they suffer from nonuniform intensity
patterns and are surrounded by many unwanted horizons that possess similar intensity
structures.
1.2 Segmentation as Energy Minimization
Real-world segmentation challenges often require prior knowledge of the object being
segmented. This prior information could be either local, concerning the attributes of
the desired surface, or global, which focuses on the general shape of the surface and
its variability. For example, most real-world objects possess smooth boundaries. Such
an inherent property could be incorporated into a segmentation algorithm by enforcing
regularization constraints to ensure smoothness. In some applications, including medical
images such as the LA wall, the object boundary gets diffused because the surrounding
5Horizons
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Figure 1.3. Two-dimensional (2D) slice of a 551× 426× 426-sized seismic volume showing
a series of horizons.
tissues obscure portions of the desired object, thus confusing any algorithm in restoring
the actual boundary around these regions. Such weak-boundary segmentation problems
are often solvable if one has some prior information of the required shapes. This notion of
adding a prior triggers a strong motivation to use a Bayesian framework for segmentation.
One elegant way to solve the image segmentation problem within the Bayesian framework
is by casting it as a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation. This estimation requires the
minimization of the posterior energy such that it corresponds to the desired segmentation.
These energies typically combine regional/surface properties of desired objects along with
some prior information. The energy-based segmentation methods can be classified into two
groups depending upon the type of energy function they use and the optimization approach
to minimize it.
The first category defines an energy functional in the space of continuous domain R∞.
These functionals are minimized using variational approaches and gradient descent schemes,
which are numerically solved approximately on discrete grid by using finite differences
or finite elements. The methods that follow this approach are generally referred to as
deformable-surface models. Examples of such models include snakes [24], geodesic active
contours [2], and methods relying on level sets [25]. Typically, these methods are unstable
as they are prone to get trapped in local minima - a problem that we explicitly address in
this research. Fig. 1.4a explains these drawbacks by showing the segmentation results of
the left atrium wall boundaries using level sets. Further, they are not robust in the case of
low-quality segmentation problems and are sensitive to initializations.
The second category formulates the solution of energy function in the finite-dimensional
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Figure 1.4. Motivation behind using global over local optimization strategies. Surface
boundaries of the LA wall obtained by using (a) local optimum (level sets) vs. (b) global
optimal methods (graph cuts).
(discrete) space ZD. Such energies are minimized based on combinatorial optimization
algorithms. Some of these algorithms include brute-force search, dynamic programming,
graph-based, and graph cuts-based approaches. These approaches produce globally optimal
solutions by searching the entire solution spaces and are, therefore, insensitive with respect
to initializations. However, the search space can be exponential (O(kN ), where k represents
a categorical variable and N denotes the number of variables in the domain. For instance,
a brute-force search takes an exponential time to solve an energy function by seeking every
possible solution in the search space. Thus, we need smarter algorithms that provide better
efficiency than exponential time algorithms.
Graph cuts are one class of algorithms that can solve specific, discrete energy functions in
polynomial time (see Subsection 1.3). Considering the applications at hand, where objects
to be segmented suffer from ill-defined and missing boundaries due to imaging aspects and
adjacent structures with similar boundary features, these kinds of segmentation problems
can be formulated as a particular class of energy minimization problems. Next, these
energies are solved by transforming them into graph cuts problems that can be solved in
polynomial time. Fig. 1.4b shows an advantage of using graph cuts in accurately segmenting
the left atrium wall.
1.2.1 Graph Cuts
Graph cuts are classic combinatorial optimization algorithms defined over a graph, G,
comprising vertices, V, and edges, E , that connect them. The edges carry nonnegative
costs/weights that are determined based on problem specifications. A cut is defined over a
set of edges that separates the entire vertex set into two disjoint subsets. Fig. 1.5 illustrates
a graph example and a cut passing through a set of edges. An optimal cut is determined by
7Figure 1.5. Schematic showing a graph along with a cut that separates graph vertices into
two disjoint subsets (blue polygons).
finding a set of edges that produces an aggregate minimum cost. Therefore, graph cuts are
also called minimum cut (min-cut) problems. The relationship between an energy function
and a graph is maintained by encoding the likelihood energy on the vertices of the graph
and the prior on the graph edges. This energy is then minimized by finding the min-cut in
the derived graph.
In the network flow theory, finding a min-cut in the graph, G, is equivalent to com-
puting its maximum flow (max-flow) [26] in the transformed graph, Gst by means of two
distinguished vertices. These vertices are commonly referred to as the source, s, and the
sink, t. Given a flow network, a flow, f , is defined as a real-valued function that satisfies
the capacity and flow conservation constaints [27]. It quantifies the amount of flow transfer
from the source to the sink. The value of a flow is the aggregate flow either from the source








The goal is to maximize |f | through a set of nonsaturated edges, E , until no more flow can
be sent. Max-flow algorithms are used in numerous applications related to the bipartite
matching, algorithm design, industrial, and commercial problems, etc.
A variety of combinatorial optimization algorithms are available to solve min-cut, or
its dual, max-flow algorithms. The next subsection covers the basic mechanism behind
the standard optimization algorithms that are relevant to this research. Specifically, this
familiarity helps one understand how to efficiently optimize graph cuts on large-sized image
volumes, as we will discuss in Chapter 6 of this dissertation. Initially, we will summarize
two general classes of optimization algorithms: augmented path and push-relabel. This
summary is followed by a variant of the augmented path algorithm, namely the Boykov-
8Kolmogorov (BK) algorithm, which is especially designed to solve the image analysis-related
problems.
1.2.2 Maximum Flow Algorithms
Generally, maximum flow algorithms are classified into two groups depending upon the
way they perform. Augmented path-based methods [26] repetitively search for augmented
paths through a set of unsaturated edges in order to push the flow from source to sink. This
process continues until all augmented paths are exhausted. Push-relabel -based methods [28]
take a local approach to push the flow by working on one node at a time. These methods
maintain a height and excess flow for each node in order to perform push and relabel
operations. The process starts by pushing an excess flow from the source to its neighbors.
Next, it continues to adjust the heights of nodes by relabeling them while pushing flow
between nodes until all the flow reaches the sink. Since the push relabel algorithm involves
local operations, it is suitable for massive-sized data applications, such as horizon extraction,
where all the data can be divided into multiple blocks and are run in parallel.
In [29], Boykov and Kolmogorov proposed a modified version of the augmented-path
algorithm (BK algorithm) in order to improve its empirical performance in vision-related
problems. The algorithm essentially maintains two nonoverlapping search trees starting
from the source and the sink. When the two trees meet each other through a set of
nonsaturated edges, an augmented path is formed and the flow is sent from source to sink.
In the case of computer vision applications, the BK algorithm achieves the best empirical
performance compared to any other max-flow algorithms [29]. Therefore, it has been used
in all our serial max-flow algorithms.
1.2.3 Energy Minimization and Graph Cuts
Greig et al. [30] pioneered in applying graph cuts to the energy-minimization-based vision
problems. They minimized a specific class of energy functions by formulating them as a
maximum a posteriori, MAP, estimate of a Markov random field (MRF). For a given image,
I, this energy class is specific to a set of binary variables, xi ∈ {0, 1}. The corresponding








where N represents a set of pairwise neighboring pixels. Ed represents a data-dependent
likelihood function that quantifies the desired features of x with respect to the given image
domain, and Ec represents a prior, which models a pairwise interaction term in the form
9of MRF. Typically, Ec defines the coherency among neighborhood features. To globally
minimize the binary-valued energy defined in (1.2), Greig et al. used a graph cuts-based
optimization technique. The basic strategy involves the construction of a graph such that
the min-cut of the graph corresponds to the minimization of the energy. Later, Boykov
and Jolly [31] extended this idea to general-purpose image segmentation problems, in which
an image segmentation is represented as a pixel-labeling problem over which the energy is
defined. The likelihood function evaluates the regional properties of a given image, and the
prior quantifies the discontinuity in labeling among neighbors. Fig. 1.6 illustrates a simple
2D example that shows the equivalence of image segmentation and pixel-labeling-based
graph cuts.
Global minimization of an arbitrary energy function is NP-hard [32]. Under certain
conditions, energy minimization can be reduced to a graph cut problem, for which the global
minimum can be computed in polynomial time. Kolmogorov and Zabih [32] characterize
a certain class of energy functions and establish the fact that regularity is the necessary
and sufficient condition for these energy functions to be graph representable. For example,
consider a binary-labeled energy function, E(x), as expressed in (1.2), belonging to the
F2 class, where each xi ∈ {0, 1}. We call this function regular only if every term of (1.2)
satisfies the following inequality constraint:




3 x 3 image
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Result
Figure 1.6. Schematic showing a transformation of the 2D image into an s-t graph, Gst.
The min-cut of this graph corresponds to the segmentation of that image. The thickness of
the edges reflects their costs.
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that is, the average energy cost imposed by assigning different feature variables must be at
least the average energy cost imposed by assigning the same feature variables. According
to the continuous optimization theory, a set of functions that satisfies (1.3) is referred to
as a convex function. Analogously, in the case of discrete optimization, these functions are
often called submodular functions [33], [34].
In the case of pixel-labeling problems, apart from the submodularity property, efficient
global energy minimization is possible via graph cuts only on condition that the corre-
sponding labels are binary valued [35]. In order to handle the multilabel case, one needs to
resort to the approximation algorithms by repeatedly minimizing an energy function with
respect to two labels at a time. Some efficient approximation methods include α-expansion,
α−β-swap [35], and range moves [36]. Although these methods are fast and empirically
effective in many image segmentation-based applications, they do not achieve the global
minimum, but do reach local minima (in a strong sense) [35]. Thus, they might not be
effective for a set of problems involving segmentation of multiple labeling regions, such
as the left atrial wall extraction and the segmentation of the layers of a contact lens.
Ishikawa [37] pointed out that the global optimum for E is possible even in the general
(multilabel) case by enforcing convexity with respect to a linearly ordered label set in the
prior term, Ec. Nevertheless, these labels need to be ordered and are restricted to convex
interaction penalties over label-pairs.
Another drawback related to the graph cuts-based pixel-labeling-type energy functions
is that their likelihood costs correspond to the regional properties instead of boundary
properties, which is essential in the case of weak-boundary segmentation problems. In
addition, their prior term characterizes coherency among neighboring pixels instead of
boundary/surface attributes, thus disturbing its regularity. Further, it is very difficult
to incorporate shape information in their graph structure, which is necessary in the case of
the left atrial wall segmentation.
To overcome the deficiencies of the pixel-labeling-based graph cut approaches, we for-
mulate the energy in (1.2) with respect to the surface, S, instead of the label. Here, a









where C represents the clique, which defines the neighborhood structure while constructing
a graph. The likelihood term, Ed(si), determines features related to the desired sur-
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face/surfaces, and the prior term Ec(si, sj) defines its inherent characteristics. The pri-
mary advantage of considering these types of energy functions is that they are capable of
simultaneously extracting multiple interacting surfaces in a globally optimal manner.
Surface-based image segmentation takes place using a search space (parameterization)
whose structure approximately conforms with the resulting surface estimate. Since the
search space required to formulate the surface estimation problem is in the form of a graph
structure, a sampling strategy is used, where the image data are sampled at locations
that are associated with the geometric model, as shown in Fig. 1.7(left). Based on the
combinatorial optimization theory, this class of energy minimization can be cast as an
optimal net surface problem.
In order to define a net surface, a special geometric graph construction is required whose
vertices are arranged logically as a set of parallel columns with each column carrying the
same number of vertices. A graph that follows this kind of vertex arrangement is defined
as a multicolumn graph. A net surface (net) is a subgraph in a multicolumn graph that
intersects with each column at exactly one vertex. Fig. 1.7(right) illustrates an example of a
net surface in a multicolumn graph. To find an optimal net surface in a general multicolumn
graph is a NP-hard problem [38]. Under certain conditions, Wu and Chen introduced two
net surface problems [38], namely V -weight and V CE-weight net surface problems, and
proved their global optimality in low-order polynomial time. These conditions correspond
to the properly ordered configuration of edges between adjacent columns of the multicolumn
graph [38]. V -weight net surface problems basically deal with vertices that carry real-valued
weights, whereas V CE-weight net surface problems deal with vertices as well as constrained
edges that carry real-valued weights to find an optimal net. Both algorithms use graph cuts
to obtain polynomial time solutions (T (n,m) with O(n) vertices and O(m) edges) in a
properly ordered multicolumn graph. The ramifications of transforming these net surface
problems as graphs cuts problems are explained in [38].
1.3 Proposed Surface-Based Image Segmentation
This section discusses the pitfalls of standard optimal surface estimation models and
outlines a series of solutions to address each issue in achieving a better segmentation.
In order to build a multicolumn graph, which maintains a topological structure similar
to that of the desired surface, one needs to account for the complexity of the surface. For
regular surfaces, some standard approaches involving cylindrical coordinate transform [39]
and electrical lines of forces [40] can be used. However, in the case of complex and irregular
anatomical structures, for example the left atrium, these approaches are inapplicable. The
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Search space    Graph column   Net surface    
Figure 1.7. (Left) Schematic showing a search space whose topology approximately
complies with the surface being estimated. (Right) Multicolumn graph and a net surface.
graph constructed by using these approaches produces straight columns that tangle with
each other, thus resulting in a self-intersecting surface extraction. To address the column-
tangling problem, Chapter 2 proposes a new sophisticated multilayer mesh-generation strat-
egy based on an iterative relaxation of dynamic particles [41]. Chapter 2 also discusses the
choice of the likelihood term, Ed(S), in (1.4) in the form of a generative intensity model.
Such a model is derived from a set of intensity profiles around the object boundaries learned
from the training data.
Li and Sonka used the V -weight net surface approach to simultaneously extract mul-
tiple interacting surfaces in a number of image segmentation-based applications [42–45].
Although their approach produces efficient globally optimal solutions, it is not cast in the
form of an energy minimization problem. As a result, it cannot be formulated as a MAP
estimation problem. In other words, it limits the incorporation of prior information inherent
to the surface being segmented. Chapter 3 proposes a Bayesian formulation with a Markov
random field (MRF) prior. Such a framework brings about a second type of surface net
problem, namely VCE -weight net, which encodes submodular (convex) soft penalties on a
properly ordered edge configuration between adjacent columns. The energy minimization
involving the MRF prior that is convex over properly ordered edges of a multicolumn graph
can be transformed into a min-cut problem, which can be solved in a low-order polynomial
time [37], [38]. This prior is designed not only to maintain surface regularity, but also to
define the interrelations in the case of multiple surfaces. The immediate benefit of this
approach is its ability to extract smoother as well as more accurate surfaces.
As previously mentioned in Section 1.1, the MRF-based Bayesian surface segmentation
framework has been applied in all three areas of applications. Specifically, Chapter 3
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analyzes the capability of the proposed framework on the left atrial data. Chapter 6
discusses the implementation details and results corresponding to the segmentation of
various types of lenses characterized by their curvature and thickness, followed by the
interactive extraction of horizons based on the user-specified landmarks.
Enforcing MRF-based soft geometric constraints in the Bayesian segmentation frame-
work essentially favors the local properties of the surface by regularizing them. Nonetheless,
it will be advantageous to also incorporate the prior information about the shapes of the
desired object. Such global characteristics pertaining to the shapes will further improve the
segmentation accuracy and robustness, especially in the case of weak-boundary segmen-
tation problems, such as LA. In other words, inclusion of global shape priors within the
Bayesian formulation addresses ill-posed segmentation problems by biasing solutions toward
an object class of interest. Chapters 4 and 5 present a shape-based image segmentation
algorithm based on a generative image model by incorporating both local and global shape
priors. The proposed method uses MAP formulation that relies on graph cuts and parame-
terized shape prior estimation, thus providing a global updates-based optimization strategy.
Further, the resulting solution not only relies on the shape prior but also accommodates
irregularities in the test data through controlled deviations from the prior, thus maintaining
regularity on output surfaces. These deviations are in turn derived from the submodular
MRF-based local priors.
Along with the detailed formulation of shape-based surface segmentation modeling,
Chapter 5 presents a fast nested mesh-building strategy and a modified generative intensity
model. The new nested mesh-building strategy is based on the gradient vector flow [46] over
an implicit shape representation in the form of signed distance transform. With respect to
the generative intensity model that operates on intensity profiles, collected from the training
data, there naturally exists some covariance among these profiles. The modified framework
accounts for this covariance structure to build a better intensity model.
While working on massive image volumes, as is the case with horizon extraction, the
corresponding graph structure, generated by using the V CE-weight net surface algorithm, is
equivalently large. This form of graph structure reflects the computation time and memory
usage of the graph cut algorithm, restricting its applicability to the real-time practice. It is
thus necessary to increase the speed of the algorithm either by parallelizing graph cuts or
by adopting approximation schemes that produce desirable outputs. Chapter 6 discusses a
set of attempts that are made to improve the performance of the graph cuts-based energy
minimization schemes. Our first attempt tries to parallelize graph cuts by dividing the
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multicolumn graph into multiple subgraphs and processing them in parallel on multicore
processors. We use a push-relabel-based max-flow strategy, which takes a local approach
by operating on individual nodes one at a time. Further, we adopt a level-synchronized
global relabeling (LSGR) strategy to minimize false sharing of vertices between multiple
cores. The second attempt uses fast-approximate efficient graph-cut algorithms, namely
α-expansion, α− β-swap [35], that show compelling performance in terms of running time
and memory usage on large-image volumes.
1.4 Overview and Summary of Contributions
Chapters 2 through 5 in this dissertation are reprints of published articles, accepted and
under review. Although there exist some mathematical notation inconsistencies between
papers, we tried to maintain the content as it stands in the original version. To summarize,
• Chapter 2 develops a novel, sophisticated mesh-generation strategy to construct a
properly ordered multicolumn graph that avoids surface tangling and a learned model
of intensity patterns to induce costs on graph vertices.
• Chapter 3 formulates the segmentation problem as a MRF-based Bayesian surface
extraction algorithm by inducing soft penalties to maintain regularities on surface
smoothing and surface coupling.
• Chapter 4 designs a shape-based surface estimation system that relies on a generative
image model by incorporating both local and global shape priors.
• Chapter 5 proposes a gradient-vector flow-based nested mesh-building strategy in
order to construct a multicolumn graph and a covariance-carrying generative intensity
model in the shape-based surface-segmentation framework.
• Chapter 6 presents the application of a MRF-based Bayesian surface extraction algo-
rithm to lens segmentation in OCT data and horizon extraction in geological data. It
also discusses other graph cuts-based optimization strategies to improve the perfor-
mance of energy-specific minimization schemes for large-sized structured data.
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ABSTRACT 
Segmentation of the left atrium wall from delayed en­
hancement MRI is challenging because of inconsistent con­
trast combined with noise and high variation in atrial shape 
and size. This paper presents a method for left-atrium wall 
segmentation by using a novel sophisticated mesh-generation 
strategy and graph cuts on a proper ordered graph. The 
mesh is part of a template/model that has an associated set of 
learned intensity features. When this mesh is overlaid onto 
a test image, it produces a set of costs on the graph vertices 
which eventually leads to an optimal segmentation. The nov­
elty also lies in the construction of proper ordered graphs on 
complex shapes and for choosing among distinct classes of 
base shapes/meshes for automatic segmentation. We evalu­
ate the proposed segmentation framework quantitatively on 
simulated and clinical cardiac MRI. 
Index Terms- Atrial Fibrillation, Mesh Generation, Ge­
ometric Graph, Minimum Sot cut, Optimal surfaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the context of imaging, delayed enhancement MRI (DE­
MRI) produces contrast in myocardium and in regions of fi­
brosis and scarring, which are associated with risk factors and 
treatment of atrial fibrillation (AF). DE-MRI is therefore use­
ful for evaluating the potential effectiveness of radio ablation 
therapy and for studying recovery. Automatic segmentation 
of the heart wall in this context is quite important; in a single 
clinic, hundreds of man hours are spent per month in manual 
segmentation. 
Automatic segmentation of the heart wall in DE-MRI is 
quite challenging, because of relatively low and inconsistent 
contrast, high level of unwanted texture and noise, and high 
variability of atrial shape. Figure l(a) shows typical DE-MRI 
images of the left atrium (LA). Several conventional segmen­
tation methods have been ineffective. 
The authors would like to acknowledge the Comprehensive Arrhythmia 
Research and Management (CARMA) Center, and the Center for Integrative 
Biomedical Computing (CIBC) by NIH Grant P41 GMI03545-14, and Na­
tional Alliance for Medical Image Computing (NAMIC) through NIH Grant 
U54 EB005149, for providing Utah fibrosis data, and ClBAVision. 
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Several papers address the problem of segmentation of 
blood pool in images from MRI angiography (MRI-A) pro­
tocols [1, 2]. These methods take advantage of the relatively 
homogeneous brightness of the blood pool in MRI-A, which 
is well suited for deformable models or registration-based ap­
proaches. However, high-quality properly-aligned blood-pool 
images are often not readily available from DE-MRI proto­
cols. Further, the atrial wall is relatively thin in DE-MRI, con­
founding algorithms like template registration that often rely 
on coarse anatomical features. Deformable-surface methods 
that rely on gradient descent optimizations, including level 
sets, are unable to deal with the large variations in bound­
ary contrast. Statistical models, such as active shape models, 
which rely on a low-dimensional subspace of learned mod­
els, have been proven to be too inflexible in dealing with 
the small and large-scale shape variability, and they also suf­
fer from being trapped in local minima during optimization. 
While recent developments to address this problem (such as 
[3]) are promising, they rely on deformable models and/or 
image registration approaches. In our experience, they tend 
to get caught in local minima, and are not particularly reliable 
- a problem that we explicitly address in this paper. 
The difficulty of optimizing shape or surface models in 
the presence of weak signal, high variability, and high noise, 
suggests that this problem would benefit from an optimiza­
tion strategy that seeks global optima. Wu and Chen [4] de­
scribed a strategy that represents a segmentation problem as a 
minimum Sot cut on a proper ordered graph, which is solved 
(globally) by a polynomial-time algorithm. Later, it was ex­
tended by Li et at. [5] to simultaneously segment multiple 
coupled surfaces, by incorporating offset constraints via the 
graph construction. The approach has demonstrated some 
success in several challenging segmentation problems [6, 7]. 
The standard proper ordered graph technique is not ap­
plicable on complex and irregular anatomical structures, par­
ticularly LA. The graph constructed from these structures re­
sults in "tangling" between columns. This does not comply 
with the underlying assumption of topological smoothness 
which breaks the graph-cut model. Thus, these proper or­
dered graph-cut methods require a careful construction of the 
underlying graph. We propose a new method for the con­
struction of a proper ordered graph that avoids tangling. The 
construction is carried out by a nested set of triangular meshes 
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through a set of prisms, which form columns of a proper or­
der graph. The feature detectors on each node of the graph are 
also learned from the input data. Because of the variability in 
shape, we cluster the training examples into a small collection 
of shape templates. The algorithm automatically selects the 
best template for a particular test image based on the correla­
tion. The evaluation has been carried out on a set of synthetic 
examples and LA DE-MRI images with hand segmentations 
as the ground truth. 
2. ME THODS 
A graph is a pair of sets C = (V, E), which are vertices, 
{ Vi}, and edges, {ei,j = (Vi, Vj)}, respectively. For a proper 
ordered graph, the vertices are arranged logically as a collec­
tion of parallel columns that have the same number of ver­
tices. The position of each vertex within the column is de­
noted by a superscript, e.g. vi . The collection of vertices at 
the same position across all columns is called a layer. We let 
N be the number of columns and L be the number of vertices 
in each column (number of layers). 
The construction of the derived directed graph is based on 
the method proposed by [8]. Here, the weight of each vertex 
in the innermost layer, the base layer, is given by w? = c? 
Every vertex in this layer is connected by a directed edge to 
every other vertex with a cost +00 in its adjacent columns. 
This makes the base layer strongly connected. For each vertex 
in layer l E [1, L - 1], a weight of wi = ci - C�-l is assigned 
h A ' d' d d 11-1 . h to eac vertex. gam, a lrecte e ge e;' i wit a cost +00 
is connected from that vertex to the one below it. 
A . f' d' d d II-c:"s d 1 I-c:"s . h pair 0 Irecte e ges ei;j an e/,i Wit costs 
+00 go from a vertex vi to a vertex v;-c:,.s and from v; to a 
vertex v;-c:,.s making them an ordered pair. The �s parame­
ter controls the deviation in cuts between one column and its 
neighbors. To transform this graph into the s-t graph, Cst, 
two special nodes, called the source and the sink are added. 
The edges connecting each vertex to either the source or sink 
depend upon the sign of its weight. In case the weight on the 
vertex is negative, an edge with capacity equal to the absolute 
values of the weights of the corresponding vertex is directed 
from a source to that vertex; otherwise an edge is directed 
from that vertex to the sink. For simultaneous segmentation 
of multiple interacting surfaces, disjoint subgraphs are con­
structed as above and are connected with a series of directed 
edges defined by �l and �u parameters. These edges en­
force the lower and upper inter surface constraints (described 
in [8]). 
These edge capacities combined with the underlying 
topology of the graph determine the minimum s-t cut of the 
graph. The optimal surface is obtained by finding a mini­
mum closed set Z* in cst [4]. Thus, a kth surface in each 
sub graph is recovered by the intersection of the uppermost 
vertex of each layer in its respective sub graph and the min-
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imum closed set Z*. The computation of Z* is done using 
minimum s-t cut algorithm, which produces global optima in 
polynomial time. 
2. 1. Building a Valid Proper Ordered Mesh 
The previous section describes the graph topology based on a 
triangle structure within a layer, relying on vertex cost associ­
ated with image properties. To do so, we associate with each 
vertex vl, a 3D position xL which corresponds to a position in 
the image (volume). Here we describe how to assign 3D po­
sitions to mesh vertices and to triangulate each layer so that 
the layers form a nested set of watertight meshes in 3D. We 
call this set of vertices, their 3D positions, and the prismatic 
topology of the nested meshes, a proper ordered (PO) mesh. 
For constructing the PO-mesh we use an extension of the 
dynamic-particle-system method proposed by Meyer et at. 
[9] for meshing implicit surfaces. We build this mesh using a 
template shape (described in the next section), which approx­
imates very roughly the LA that we intend to segment. This 
template shape is represented as the zero level set of a signed 
distance transform in a volume. We first describe, very briefly 
how to build a mesh for the zero level set of this template. 
Point or particles are distributed on an implicit surface 
by interactively minimizing a potential function. The poten­
tial function is defined pairwise between points and decreases 
monotonically with distance, U;:; = <I>(lxi - x;I), and thus 
particles repel each other. We denote the sum of this collec­
tion of repulsive potentials within each layer as n. These 
particle systems have been shown to form consistent, nearly 
regular packings on complex surface [9]. Once points have 
been distributed on an implicit surface (with sufficient den­
sity), a Delaunay tetrahedralization scheme can be used to 
build a water-tight triangle mesh of the surface [10]. 
To build a nested set of surface meshes, we require a col­
lection of offset surfaces, both inside and out, that not only 
inherent the topology of the base surface, but also represent 
valid, watertight 3D triangle meshes. This is essential, be­
cause the cuts, which mix vertices from different layers, must 
also form watertight triangle meshes. Thus, it results to bend 
the columns in order to avoid tangling of columns/triangles 
as the layers extend outward from the mean shape. For this, 
we introduce a collection of particle systems, one for each 
layer in the graph/mesh, and we couple these particles by an 
attractive force (Hooks law) between layers. Thus, there is an 
additional set of potentials of the form u;'I+ 1 = Ixi -x�+ 1 1 2, 
and we denote the sum of the attractive f�rces of neighboring 
particles between layers as A. 
To optimize a collection of particle systems for L layers, 
we perform gradient descent, using asynchronous updates, as 
in [9], on the total potential n + iJA. Figure l(c) shows a 
nester 3-layered mesh for one of the LA templates. 
The parameter iJ controls the relationship between attrac­
tion across layers and repulsion within layers and is tuned to 
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prevent tangling. For this paper, we have used f3 = 10. The 
optimization requires an initial collection of particles. So, we 
place a particle at each point where the adjacent voxels have 
values on either side of the level set. This gives an average 
density of approximately one particle per unit surface area (in 
voxel units). The physical distance between layers must be in­
versely proportional to the particle density within layers, and 
this is a compromise between the tangling that results from 
large offsets and the extra computation associated with many 
thin layers. This corresponds to around 14,000 particles for 
heart images and 2000 particles for simulated images. 
2.2. Learning Template Meshes and Feature Detectors 
This section describes the construction of template shapes and 
the mechanism for computing costs on nodes from input im­
ages. Due to the high variability of shapes of LA, we rely on 
a training set of 32 DE-MRI images with LA segmentations. 
These training images provide (i) a way of constructing a col­
lection of PO graphs, so that new images can be segmented as 
cuts through one of these graphs and (ii) examples of inten­
sity profiles for the features that define epi- and endo-cardial 
surfaces, which lead to costs at each node in the PO graph. 
We begin by clustering the examples (roughly) based on 
shape. For this, we compute distance transforms, represented 
as volumes, of each endocardial surface. Training images are 
aligned via translation so that they all have the same center 
of mass for the blood pool (region bounded by the endo­
cardium). We then compute clusters using k-means with a 
metric of mean-squared-distance between these volumes. We 
choose the number of clusters, based on the cluster residual 
curve, to be 5, and we removed one of these clusters from the 
test, because it contained only two (high distorted) examples. 
Surface meshes associated with the distance-transform means 
of these 4 clusters are shown in Figure 1 (b). 
The cost assigned to each vertex is designed to reflect the 
degree to which that vertex is a good candidate for the de­
sired boundary or surface, which will be found via a graph 
cut. Here we use the training data to derive an intensity pro­
file along a line segment, or stick, perpendicular to the surface 
associated with each vertex. We sample the stick at a spacing 
of one voxel. The intensity along each stick on each vertex 
of each template is computed by a weighted average of inten­
sities of sticks for each feature point in each training image. 
Thus, for a particular vertex in a particular cluster, the inten­
sities on a stick would be a Gaussian weighted average, with 
standard deviation of 2 voxels, of several nearby sticks from 
different images (that share the same blood-pool center). The 
costs are computed via a normalized cross correlation. Fig­
ure led) shows a diagram of the stick configuration and sev­




Fig. 1. (a) MRI examples showing low contrast and uneven back­
ground. (b) Examples of average shapes, derived from k-means clus­
tering on distance transforms of training images, around which the 
PO-meshes are constructed. (c) An example of several layers of PO­
meshes for the LA. (d) A mock up of a simplified PO-mesh in 2D 
with examples of feature detectors learned from the training data 
(actually, PO-meshes for the LA have over 400,000 vertices) 
2.3. Segmentation by Graph Cuts 
To segment a particular test image, we rely on user input to 
position the template, by specifying the center of the atrium. 
The algorithm is robust to this position, as long as the layers 
of the template do not lie outside or inside the desired sur­
face. We sample the input image along all of the sticks at all 
nodes and compute the correlation with the template. This 
results in costs, weights, edge capacities, and then an opti­
mal cut. The geometric parameters used for constructing our 
graph include .6.3 = 4, .6.l = 3 and .6.u = 10 which reflect 
the complexity of surfaces and the inter-surface separation be­
tween them. These values have been employed on all datasets 
including synthetic and LA images that proves algorithm's ro­
bustness. We employ all of the learned templates to the input 
image, choosing the segmentation that produces the best aver­
age correlation with the local intensity models for the optimal 
cut. Once the segmented mesh is retrieved from the cut, it is 
scan converted to reproduce the segmented volume(s). The 
processing time to find an optimal cut is few seconds. 
3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
The experiments were evaluated on 100 simulated images of 
size 64 x 64 x 96 voxels each and 32 DE-MRI images of 
the LA of size 400 x 400 x 107 voxels. The simulated im­
ages include two oblong non-crossing surfaces with the inner 
surface translated randomly (Gaussian distribution) in 3D to 
mimic variations in heart-wall thickness; each image was cor­
rupted with Rician noise (0" = 20 for the underlying Gaussian 
model) and a smoothly-varying bias field. 
In all of our experiments, 30 mesh layers were generated, 
spaced at 0.5 voxels each, which gives each template a cap-
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Fig. 2. (a),(c) Results of our algorithm on simulated and LA im­
ages (red and green curves represent outer boundaries extracted by 
our algorithm and ground truth, blue and purple curves represent in­
ner boundaries extracted by our algorithm and ground truth) (b),(d) 
intensity profiles for outer/epicardium and inner/endocardium sur­
faces. (e ),(g) our algorithm results and ground truth boundaries over­
laid on outer and epicardial cost function images. (f),(h) our algo­
rithm results and ground truth boundaries overlaid on inner and en­
docardial cost function images. (i),(k) distance histogram plot (in 
mm) between the surfaces extracted by our algorithm and ground 
truth over all images for both surfaces. U),(l) histogram of dice co­
efficients for the middle region/myocardium to represent the number 
of images against the percentage overlap. 
ture range of approximately 15 voxels. In case of simulated 
data, 50 training data sets and 50 test sets were considered 
for analysis. We evaluate the segmentation accuracy for LA 
based on leave-one out strategy for a test dataset, against tem­
plates from the training data. 
Figures 2(a,c,e,f,g,h) illustrate our segmented boundaries 
for epicardial (outer) and endocardial (inner) heart-wall sur­
faces. These boundaries are overlaid on the original data (a,c) 
and their corresponding cost functions (e-h). Figure 2(b,d) 
shows the intensity profiles for outer and inner models. 
We quantify the segmentation accuracy using distance 
metric. The distance metric is based on the aggregate of pair­
wise distances between corresponding points on the ground 
truth and our segmentation. For each point on our segmented 
surface, we measure the distance to the nearest point on the 
ground truth; and vice versa. The histograms of these mea­
sured distances (Figure 2(i,k)), indicate the percentage of 
voxels, on either surface, which were a specific distance away 
from the other surface. For a perfect delineation of the bound­
ary, all these distances would be zero. The curves indicate the 
power of our algorithm in extracting boundaries very close to 
the real surfaces even in such challenging conditions. 
To evaluate the overlap quantitatively for myocardium 
(heart wall), we used Dice measures between the ground 
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truth and our segmented regions. Figure 2(j,1) shows the 
histograms of Dice measures. For synthetic data, the Dice 
values indicate excellent matches. However, in the case of 
the myocardium, the Dice values are little lower due to its 
varying thinness (2-6mm) and undefined ground truth. The 
ground truth is a single hand segmentation from an expert. 
Therefore, much of the observed error is near the veins which 
is subjected to the indefinite cutoff between atrium and ves­
sel. Otherwise, the results are always close. While more 
overlap with the wall is desirable, these results also reflect the 
difficulty of quantifying efficacy using overlap. For instance, 
the ground truth results for the wall do not always form a 
complete boundary around the blood pool (even ignoring 
the vessels), and experiments show that when using overlap, 
human raters disagree significantly, as much as 50% from 
the average, demonstrating very high overlaps in pairwise 
comparisons between raters. Thus, these results appear to be 
clinically usable for many cases, but will still require human 
experts to do quality control, making slight corrections with 
manual tools. Furthermore, we expect results will be im­
proved if we can increase the set of training images and form 
more templates in order to better match a given input image. 
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Bayesian Segmentation of Atrium Wall using
Globally-Optimal Graph Cuts on 3D Meshes
Gopalkrishna Veni, Zhisong Fu, Suyash P. Awate, Ross T. Whitaker?
Scientific Computing and Imaging (SCI) Institute, University of Utah
Abstract. Efficient segmentation of the left atrium (LA) wall from de-
layed enhancement MRI is challenging due to inconsistent contrast, com-
bined with noise, and high variation in atrial shape and size. We present
a surface-detection method that is capable of extracting the atrial wall by
computing an optimal a-posteriori estimate. This estimation is done on a
set of nested meshes, constructed from an ensemble of segmented training
images, and graph cuts on an associated multi-column, proper-ordered
graph. The graph/mesh is a part of a template/model that has an asso-
ciated set of learned intensity features. When this mesh is overlaid onto
a test image, it produces a set of costs which lead to an optimal segmen-
tation. The 3D mesh has an associated weighted, directed multi-column
graph with edges that encode smoothness and inter-surface penalties.
Unlike previous graph-cut methods that impose hard constraints on the
surface properties, the proposed method follows from a Bayesian formula-
tion resulting in soft penalties on spatial variation of the cuts through the
mesh. The novelty of this method also lies in the construction of proper-
ordered graphs on complex shapes for choosing among distinct classes of
base shapes for automatic LA segmentation. We evaluate the proposed
segmentation framework on simulated and clinical cardiac MRI.
Keywords: Atrial Fibrillation, Bayesian segmentation, Minimum s-t
cut, Mesh Generation, Geometric Graph.
1 Introduction
Segmentation of the heart’s left atrium (LA) is a highly relevant problem in the
clinical domain. In the context of medical imaging, delayed enhancement MRI
(DE-MRI) has been shown to produce contrast in myocardium (heart wall) and
in regions subjected to fibrosis and scarring [1]. So, these regions are associated
with risk factors and treatment of atrial fibrillation (AF). Imaging with DE-MRI
is therefore useful for the evaluation of potential effectiveness of radio-ablation
therapy and for studying recovery. This AF recovery includes analysis of scar-
ring as well as atrial shape and structural remodeling (SRM) after treatment.
Automatic segmentation of the heart wall in this context is quite important; in
?
The authors would like to acknowledge the Comprehensive Arrhythmia Research and Management
(CARMA) Center, and the Center for Integrative Biomedical Computing (CIBC) by NIH Grant
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Fig. 1. Slices of left atrium DE-MRI images showing the challenges in segmentation.
a single clinic, hundreds of man hours are spent per month in manual segmenta-
tion. In DE-MRI images, this becomes a challenging task, because of relatively
low and inconsistent contrast, high level of unwanted texture and noise, and high
variability of atrial shape. Moreover, this problem gets aggravated by inaccura-
cies in cardiac gating and the SRM in chronic AF. Thus, this is a difficult image
analysis problem, which also represents an ubiquitous challenge in a 3D medical
segmentation: segmenting in the presence of relatively poor signal, high noise,
and large variations in shape.
Several papers address the problem of segmenting the blood pool in MRI
angiography (MRI-A) images [2, 3]. These methods make use of the relatively
homogeneous brightness of the blood pool in MRI-A, which is well suited for de-
formable models or registration-based approaches. However, high-quality properly-
aligned blood-pool images are often not readily available from DE-MRI proto-
cols. Furthermore, due to thinness of the atrium wall, algorithms based on tem-
plate registration fail as they often rely on coarse anatomical features. Figure 1
shows examples of DE-MRI images of the LA that depict its varying, low-contrast
boundaries, high level of correlated noise, and high shape variability.
A variety of conventional segmentation methods have proven to be ineffective.
One strategy to address these challenges is to introduce a prior on the segmen-
tation problem, either in the form of probability on specific kinds of shapes
or more generally on shape properties, such as smoothness. These priors are
combined with image matching terms or simply feature detection to find some
ideal compromise between the prior and the data. Level-set methods [4] rely on
gradient-descent optimizations, which are sensitive to initializations and local
minima. We have found such local optimizations to be particularly ill suited
to this problem. Statistical models, such as active shape models [5] have been
proven to be effective, but are also limited in their ability to deal with the small
and large-scale shape variability. Generally, coarse-to-fine optimization strategies
can help avoid local minima, but have proven inadequate for this segmentation
problem, mostly because the features of interest (thin, brighter regions and small
dark gaps between the atrium and nearby tissues) do not hold up under blurring.
While recent developments addressing this problem [6] are promising, they rely
on deformable models and/or image registration approaches that tend to also
get caught in local minima.
The difficulty of segmentation in this context suggests that this problem
would benefit from a global optimization strategy. Recently, Wu and Chen [7]
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described a scheme by which the problem of finding an optimal function value
on a discrete grid (a surface net problem) is represented as a minimums-t cut
on a proper-ordered graph. Optimal solutions to the s-t cut are given by rel-
atively efficient, polynomial-time algorithms. Li et al. [8] applied a version of
this surface-net formulation to simultaneously segment multiple coupled sur-
faces in noisy images by including image-based costs and geometric constraints
of the underlying graph. That approach has demonstrated some success in sev-
eral challenging image segmentation problems [8–10]. This surface-net relies on
the construction of a properly-ordered graph, which also defines the topology
of the resulting segmentation. The construction of such graphs is challenging
for complex and irregular anatomical structures, such as LA. Using naive off-
sets from a base mesh results in “tangling” between columns, and resulting cuts
are not guaranteed to be valid surfaces or regions. Thus, these proper ordered
graph-cut methods require a careful construction of the underlying graph.
The contributions of this paper are as follows. We show that a Bayesian
formulation with a Markov random field prior can give rise to a certain type
of surface-net problem, namely, a VCE-Net, which is solvable by the algorithm
of Wu and Chen [7]. This formulation gives rise to soft penalties on surface
smoothing and surface coupling, which, as we will show, is superior to the hard
contraints described by Li et al.. The Bayesian formulation also gives rise to a
set of learned feature detectors, so that the method does not rely on user-defined
methods for characterizing edges or regions. We also propose a new method for
the graph construction on irregular surfaces that avoids tangling. To address
the variability in shapes, we process training examples into clusters to form
multiple shape templates, that compete in our optimization scheme for the best
segmentation. We evaluate the method on a set of synthetic examples and LA
DE-MRI images with hand segmentations as the ground truth.
2 Methods
2.1 A Bayesian Formulation of Graph-Cut Segmentation
We treat the problem of segmentation as a maximum a-posteriori estimation.
The proposed work differs from many previous Bayesian methods in two impor-
tant aspects. First, we formulate the segmentation as estimation problem on a
graph structure, rather than the image directly. Secondly, we obtain a global
optimum to this problem by means of a graph-cut algorithm. The data for this
formulation is the image data sampled at locations that are associated with the
model. The prior is expressed as a Markov random field (MRF) on the loca-
tion of the cut in the graph which is related to the formulation introduced by
Ishikawa [11]. The graph, which forms a 3D mesh, must approximately adhere
the shape to be segmented. It introduces a topological structure on the problem
over which the Markov property is introduced.
We begin with a description of the graph structure and associated notation.
The graph G is a proper-ordered graph with a set of columns, a neighborhood
structure on those columns, and a consistent topological structure as one moves
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up and down the columns. We define the base graph G0 = (V 0, E0), as a set
of vertices {v0i ∈ V 0}, and edges, {e0i,j = (v0i , v0j ) ∈ E0}. For a proper-ordered
graph, the vertices are arranged logically as a collection of (conceptually) parallel
columns that have the same number of vertices. The entire graph G consists of
an ordered set of copies of the base graph, and each vertex can be referenced
by its column i and the position within that column l, e.g. vli. The collection
Gl = (V l, El) of vertices and edges at the same position l across all columns is
called a layer. For ease of notation, an edge or vertex without a superscript, vi
or eij , is considered with respect to the base layer, which defines the topology
of all columns. We let N be the number of columns and L be the number of
vertices in each column (number of layers). The neighboring columns of the ith
column are denoted as the set Ni.
Above is the topological structure of the graph; here we describe its geometry.
Each node in the graph has an associated position in the 3D volume/image,
which we denote as xli = x(v
l
i) ∈ IR3. Associated with each xli, there is a set of
image coordinates, which form an image patch for that vertex, which we call P li .
Associated with each patch is a probabilistic model of the intensity patterns one
would find in the image at those locations, which is like the formulation of [5].
We now model a set of image measurements associated with a segmenta-
tion on the graph. We introduce a probabilistic model with respect to a single
segmentation and extend that to coupled surfaces subsequently. We define the
surface segmentation as a subset of nodes in the graph S ⊂ V . Because we re-
strict the optimal cut to have only one vertex per column, we can parametrize
the cut with respect to the base mesh, thus S can be represented as the func-
tion S : V 0 7→ [0, . . . L − 1]. Furthermore, S(i), combined with the topology
introduced by the base mesh and the 3D coordinates of the vertices describes a
surface in 3D. Thus, we are describing a surface estimation problem.
For any given vertex in the graph, vli, we can sample the image I as prescribed
by the patch P li . We call the set of image patches for all vertices in the graph as
IV and the set of patches associated with segmentation to be IS . For a particular
segmentation, there is an associated patch ISi for each column i.
Now we introduce the probabilistic model, the posterior probability of a
segmentation conditioned on image data as follows. Using Bayes rule and con-
sidering only terms in the optimization we have:
P (S|IV ) ∝ P (IV |S)P (S) (1)
Next we introduce specific models. For the image intensity model we assume
independence of image patches and use an isotropic Gaussian, with a mean for
each column that is learned from a set of training examples. That is,




‖ ISi − µi ‖2
)
(2)
where µi is an average patch template learned for surface with physical loca-
tions of column i in training examples, and σ is a standard-deviation parameter
associated with this data.
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For the surface prior, we use a MRF on the function S(i). Let C ⊂ V 0 × V 0
be the set of cliques in the base graph, defined by the neighborhood structure,
and C(S(j), S(k)) is the pairwise clique potential. We use a Gibbs potential on
these cliques for the MRF prior, which gives:








where the clique potential C(·) typically takes the form f(|S(j)−S(k)|). Here f
is monotonic and convex (for optimization to be feasible). In this paper, we use
f(d) = αd1+γ ; γ > 0.











, where λ = 1/(2σ2). (4)
Segmentation of LA wall requires extraction of epicardial and endocardial
surfaces. So, we extend the model to two surfaces/segmentations, S1,S2:
P (S1,S2|IV ) ∝ P (IV |S1,S2)P (S1,S2) (5)
We use the same independence assumption with different mean patches for the
different surfaces. As we use the MRF for intra-surface smoothness, we propose
an inter-surface probability to model interactions between surfaces.























g(S1j − S2j −∆j)
)
, (6)
where ∆j is the ideal inter-surface distance, which may vary with column and
learned from training examples, and g(S1j −S2j −∆j) must meet the same condi-
tions of f() in the clique penalty, but must also enforce S1j < S
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2.2 Graph Cut Formulation
From the objective functions in the previous section, we now construct a revised
graph and define an optimal graph cut that is equivalent to the above opti-
mization. The construction of the derived graph follows, generally, the method
proposed by [7] for converting this optimization into an s-t cut. Wu et al. [7] de-
tail general strategies for solving surface-net problems of the type described by
Eq. 8. They describe both the Vnet problem, which imposes hard constraints on
inter-column behavior and the VCEnet problem, which allows for soft penalties.
Previous work including [9, 10] shows the use of the Vnet solution for image seg-
mentation. The Bayesian formulation in the previous section leads to a VCEnet
problem, which we also extend to coupled surfaces.
We now briefly review the conversion to the graph-cut problem. The weights
on vertices and edges on the extended graph are denoted by w(v) and c(e),
respectively. Every vertex in the base layer is connected by a directed edge with
a cost +∞ to every other base vertex in its adjacent (neighboring) columns. This
makes the base layer strongly connected. For each vertex in layer l ∈ [1, L− 1],
a weight of wli = c
l
i − cl−1i is assigned. A directed edge el,l−1i,j with a cost +∞ is
let from that vertex to the one below it.
The MRF property is incorporated as follows. For every pair of adjacent
columns in G, a sequence of directed edges, el,l−di , d = {l, ..., 0} go from a vertex
vli in i-column to vertices v
l−d
j for all j ∈ Ni, as shown in Figure 2(a). For
notational convenience we first define an intermediate function to edge weights
q(el,l−di,j ) = f(d), d = 0, . . . , l, (9)
where f(d) is the penalty, which derives from the clique potential, on the dif-
ference in the “height” of adjacent cuts. The weights on these edges are defined
through a finite-difference scheme for second derivatives (along columns) of q:
w(el,0ij ) = q(e
l,1
ij )− q(el,0ij ) (10)
w(el,mij ) = q(e
l,m+1
ij ) + q(e
l,m+1
ij )− 2q(el,mij ), m = 1, . . . l − 1. (11)
For the penalty on inter-surface distance, we extend the method of [8] to
the VCEnet construction We construct two identical disjoint subgraphs, using
the procedure above, one for each surface. In addition, a set of directed arcs
are added between a pair of subgraphs such that the consistency is maintained
between a pair of mutually interacting surfaces. To achieve this interaction, we
include a set of arcs between corresponding columns of two subgraphs which are
penalized by soft constraints. The formulation resembles the one above; however,
all edges are between corresponding columns in the two subgraphs. For ease of
notation, all references to vertices associated with the second/inner surface will
have a hat (i.e., ·ˆ). So, vli and vˆli are corresponding vertices on the two subgraphs.
We denote edges between the two surface graphs with a ·˜.
Part of our design for this segmentation problem is that one surface should





















Fig. 2. (a) Inter-column arcs. (b) Inter-surface arcs. Blue arrows from column i1 to i2
represent arcs subjected to ideal inter-surface distance, ∆i
vertically). To achieve this, we include a directed edge between graphs, e˜l,l+1i,i =
(vˆli, v
l+1
i ) with weight w(e
l,l+1
i,i ) = +∞. Similarly, we construct a set of weighted
edges that capture the second derivative of the inter-surface penalty when the





i ), d = −∆i + 1, . . . (12)
and w(e˜l,l+∆i+di,i ) = g(d+ 1)− 2g(d) + g(d− 1). (13)
Subsequently, we obtain optimal segmentation of coupled surfaces by finding
a minimum s-excess set in the derived graph, as described in Wu et al. [7].
This minimum s-excess set is computed by applying a minimum s-t cut in the
transformed graph, Gst.
2.3 Building a Valid 3D Mesh
In the previous section, we described topology of the underlying graph based
on a triangle structure per each layer. Here we describe the assignment of 3D
positions to mesh vertices and triangulation of each layer so that these layers
form a nested set of watertight meshes in 3D. This complete collection including
a set of vertices, their 3D positions, and the prismatic topology of the nested
meshes form a proper-ordered (PO) mesh.
For constructing the PO-mesh, we use an extension of the dynamic-particle-
system method proposed by Meyer et al. [12]. This method computes thin-layers
of triangular prisms that conform to shapes. A mesh is built using a template
shape (described in the next section), which approximates the LA that we intend
to segment. This template shape is represented as the zero level-set of a signed
distance transform in the volume. So the following paragraph describes how to
generate layers of high-quality meshes on top of this template.
The meshing strategy uses a cluster of points called particles. These particles
are distributed on an implicit surface by interactively minimizing a potential
function. The potential function based on pairwise distances defines a repulsive
interaction between particles as, U l,li,j = Φ(|xli − xlj |). We denote the sum of this
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collection of repulsive potentials within each layer as R. These particle systems
have been shown to form consistent, nearly regular packings on complex surface
[12]. Once points have been distributed on an implicit surface (with sufficient
density), a Delaunay tetrahedralization scheme can be used to build a water-tight
triangle mesh of the surface [13].
To build a nested set of surface meshes, we require a collection of offset
surfaces, both inside and out, that not only inherit the topology of the base
surface, but also represent valid, watertight 3D triangle meshes. This is crucial,
because the cuts, which pass through vertices from different layers, must also
form watertight triangle meshes. Thus, it results to bend the columns in order
to avoid tangling of columns/triangles as the layers extend outward from the
mean shape. For this, we introduce a collection of particle systems, one for each
layer in the graph/mesh, and we couple these particles by an attractive force
(Hooks law) between layers. Thus, there is an additional set of potentials of the
form U l,l+1i,i = |xli − xl+1i |2, and we denote the sum of the attractive forces of
neighboring particles between layers as A.
To optimize an ensemble of particle systems for L layers, we perform gradient
descent, using asynchronous updates, as in [12], on the total potential R +
βA. Figure 3a illustrates a nested 3-layered mesh for one of the LA templates.
The parameter β controls the relationship between attraction across layers and
repulsion within layers and is tuned to prevent tangling. For this paper, we have
used β = 10. The optimization requires an initial collection of particles. So, we
place a particle at each point where the adjacent voxels have values on either side
of the level set. This gives an average density of approximately one particle per
unit surface area (in voxel units). The physical distance between layers must be
inversely proportional to the particle density within layers. This is a compromise
between the tangling that results from large offsets and the extra computation
associated with many thin layers. Since a good mesh constraints the topology
and the set of possible segmentations, we try different meshes based on the
assumption that all good segmentations can be represented as spatially varying
offsets of a mean. This corresponds to around 14,000 particles per each mesh
layer for heart images and 2000 particles for simulated images. We have used a
total of 30 layers, spaced at 0.5 pixels each, which gives each template a capture
range of approximately 15 pixels.
2.4 Learning Template Meshes and Feature Detectors
Here we describe the construction of template shapes and the mechanism for
computing costs on nodes from input images. The shapes of LA in the context
of AF are highly variable. To address this, we rely on a training set of preseg-
mented images. For this paper, the training set consisted of 32 segmented DE-
MRI images of the LA. The work in this paper represents a prototype, and we
anticipate a production-scale system that relies on hundreds of training images.
These training images enable two things. First, training images give us a way of
constructing a collection of PO-graphs, so that new images can be segmented as
cuts through one of these graphs. Second, training images give us examples of
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3. (a) An example of several layers of PO-meshes for the LA.(b) Examples of
average shapes, derived from k-means clustering on distance transforms of training
images, around which the PO-meshes are constructed. (c) A mock up of a simplified
PO-mesh in 2D with examples of feature detectors learned from the training data—
actually P0-meshes for the LA have over 400,000 vertices.
patch profiles for the features that define epi- and endocardial surfaces, which
leads to the costs at each node in the PO-graph.
We begin by clustering the examples based on their shapes. For this, we
compute distance transforms of each endocardial surface. Training images are
aligned via translation to ensure common center of mass for the blood pool
(region bounded by the endocardium). This demands careful manual initializa-
tion of a template which will be handled in our future work by inducing other
transformations. We then compute clusters using k-means using mean-squared
distance metric between volumes. Based on the cluster residual curve, 5 clusters
are chosen. However, one of the clusters has been removed from the test, because
it contained only two (high distorted) examples. Surface meshes associated with
the distance-transform means of these four clusters are shown in Figure 3b.
The cost associated with each vertex reflects the degree to which that vertex
is a good candidate for a boundary, which will be found via a graph cut. At each
vertex, the training data is used to derive a patch profile along a line segment,
or stick perpendicular to the surface. We sample the stick at a spacing of one
voxel. In our case, a patch size of 11 is considered along the normal direction
of the surface. The intensity along each stick on each vertex of each template
is computed by a weighted average of intensities of sticks for each feature point
in each training image. Thus, for a particular vertex in a particular cluster, the
intensities along a stick would correspond to an average of several hundreds of
neighboring sticks from different images (that share the same blood-pool center).
Thus the average stick at a vertex would be an isotropic Gaussian weighted
average of all the nearby sticks (within the cluster) with standard deviation of
2 pixels. Figure 3c shows a diagram of the stick configuration and several stick
intensity profiles for parts of a particular template.
3 Experiments and Results
For validation, we apply Bayesian framework based graph cut method on 100
simulated images of size 64× 64× 96 voxels, and 30 DE-MRI images of the left
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Fig. 4. Segmentation boundaries for outer and inner surfaces on synthetic data corre-
sponding to ground truth, graph cuts with hard constraints and the proposed algorithm
atrium of size 400×400×107 voxels. In all of our experiments, 30 mesh layers were
generated, spaced at 0.5 voxels each, which gives each template a capture range
of approximately 15 voxels. The scaling and exponential parameters, α and γ, for
the convex function f of the graph’s smoothness penalties are fixed as 300 and
2, respectively. The corresponding values for the function g of the graph’s inter-
surface penalties are set to 2 and 2, respectively. The values of these parameters
reflect the complexity of surfaces and the inter-surface coupling between them.
To segment a given test image, we depend on the user input to position
the template. The algorithm is robust to this position, as long as the nested
mesh, corresponding to the template, does not lie outside or inside the desired
surface (e.g. ±5 voxels). We sample the input image along all of the sticks at
all nodes. Then, we compute a posterior probability on each test stick with the
corresponding template stick. This results in the assignment of costs, weights,
edge capacities, and then an optimal cut. Likewise, we employ all of the learned
templates to the input image, choosing the segmentation that produces the best
average probability with the local intensity models for the optimal cut. A pair of
optimal mesh surfaces are then recovered from the computed minimum s-t cut.
Based on the extracted topological mesh structure, defined by the cut, it is scan
converted to reproduce segmented volume(s).
In case of the simulated data, 30 training datasets and 100 test sets were
considered for analysis. All these images include two oblong non-crossing surfaces
with the inner surface translated randomly (Gaussian distribution) in 3D to
mimic variations in heart-wall thickness; each image was corrupted with Rician
noise (σ = 30 for the underlying Gaussian model) and a smoothly-varying bias
field. Figure 4 illustrates the effectiveness of the proposed method in extracting
smoother boundaries for outer and inner surfaces as compared to hard penalties.
We evaluated the segmentation accuracy for LA based on leave-one out strat-
egy for a test dataset, against templates from the training data. We compared the
segmented boundaries of epicardial and endocardial surfaces using our method
to that of hard constraints. Since the geometric constraints and soft penalties
in the proposed graph cut formulation are analogous to the energy based for-
mulation in deformable models [4], we compared our results with level set based
methods. Figure 5a presents segmentation boundaries for epicardial and endo-
cardial surfaces obtained by the proposed algorithm along with others. The cost
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5. (a) Surface boundaries of epi and endocardial surfaces corresponding to ground
truth, level sets, graph cuts with hard constraints and proposed method. (b) Segmen-
tation result of epicardial surface using the proposed algorithm (red) and ground truth
boundary (green) overlaid on corresponding cost function image
function image, derived from a-posterior probability, creates a platform on which
graph cuts work. Figure 5b illustrates our segmentation result on cost function
image corresponding to the epicardial surface. The rationale behind presenting
this result is to show how the algorithm is able to extract smoother and accurate
boundaries in some areas of the image where even the costs, which are derived
from the sophisticated feature detector, could not be defined properly.
The qualitative comparison between the proposed method with others clearly
indicates that our method surmounts other techniques in not only extracting
correct surfaces, but also in maintaining smoothness along the surfaces and con-
sistency in between them. The irregularity in the surfaces that we notice due to
the hard constraints were greatly eliminated.
To evaluate the segmentation accuracy quantitatively, we used distance met-
ric. The distance metric is based on the aggregate of pairwise distances between
corresponding points on the ground truth and our segmentation. For each point
on our segmented surface, we measure the distance to the nearest point on the
ground truth; and vice-versa. For a perfect delineation of the boundary, all these
distances would be zero. In the case of simulated examples, this distance met-
ric which was computed over all the images came out to be 0.1879 voxels for
the outer surface and 0.2639 voxels for the inner surface. For LA data, we ob-
tained this metric value of 2.5068 voxels for epicardium and 2.6321 voxels for the
endocardium. This indicates that the segmentations acquired by the proposed
method lie very close to the ground truth.
For quantitative comparison, we studied Dice measures on heart wall using
soft against hard constraints. The Dice metric provides the percent overlap be-
tween the ground truth and segmented regions. Figure 6 shows the histogram
of Dice measures. In both simulated as well as LA cases, the metric values by
inducing soft penalties on geometric constraints overpowered hard penalties. For
synthetic data, the Dice values indicate excellent matches. However, in the case
of myocardium, the dice values are little lower due to its varying thinness (2-6
mm) and undefined ground truth. The ground truth is a single hand segmen-
tation from an expert. Therefore, much of the observed error is near the veins,
which are subject to inter-rater variability, as the cutoff between atrium and ves-
sel is not well defined. Also the ground truths for the wall do not form a complete
boundary around the blood pool (even ignoring the vessels). Furthermore, we
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 6. Histogram of dice coefficients for the (a) middle region, graph cuts with hard
constraints, (b) middle region, soft constraints, (c) heart wall, graph cuts with hard
constraints, (d) heart wall, soft constraints
expect the improvement in results by increasing the number of training images
so that more templates are formed in order to better match a given input image.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a formulation of graph-cut segmentation
that relies on a generative image model by incorporating both local
and global shape priors. With surface estimation, rather than pixel
classification, we cast the segmentation problem as a maximum a
posteriori estimation from the image intensities via a cut through a
multi-layer three-dimensional mesh model that preserves the topol-
ogy of the shape class of interest. Methods that rely on local opti-
mization techniques and/or local shape penalties, e.g., smoothness,
have been proven to be ineffective to address challenging segmen-
tation problems, such as noisy/ill-defined boundaries and irregular
shapes. On the other hand, our method relies on graph cuts as well as
a new formulation to estimate shape parameters in a closed form that
provides a global updates-based optimization strategy. We demon-
strate our formulation on synthetic datasets as well as the left atrial
wall segmentation from late-gadolinium enhancement MRI, which
is useful in atrial fibrillation to identify fibrosis, but presents local
contrast and noise within the wall.
Index Terms— Bayesian Segmentation, Atrial Fibrillation,
Minimum s-t Cut, Mesh Generation, Geometric Graph.
1. INTRODUCTION
Accurate segmentation of medical images is a ubiquitous demand
in clinical studies for diagnosis and analysis. Nonetheless, spe-
cific classes of organs/tissues present a challenging combination
of features including heterogeneous pixel intensities, noisy dif-
fuse boundary features and irregular shapes, which often arise
during the soft tissue imaging for a variety of applications in neu-
roscience/neurology, cardiology and oncology, to name a few. One
such challenge is the segmentation of the left atrium (LA) wall from
late-gadolinium enhancement cardiac MRI (LGE-MRI) in patients
suffering from atrial fibrillation (AF). LA wall segmentation is cru-
cial to characterize fibrosis (tissue remodeling) in patients prior to
radiofrequency ablation therapy (pre-ablation) and for follow-up
studies of LA wall scarring in patients after radiofrequency abla-
tion (post-ablation) [1]. Examples of such images are shown in
Figure 1a.
Weak boundary segmentation problems are often solvable only
if one has some a priori notion of shapes in question; motivating a
Bayesian framework for segmentation being cast as a surface esti-
mation problem. In the extreme case, one might restrict the solu-
tion to some low-dimensional set of shapes defined through train-
ing data, as is done with active shape models (ASM) [2], active
appearance models (AAM) [3] and many variations derived from
The authors would like to acknowledge Josh Cates, the CARMA Center, CIBC
by NIH Grant P41 GM103545-14 and NAMIC through NIH Grant U54 EB005149, for
providing Utah fibrosis data.
these approaches. Nonetheless, segmentations must follow correct
boundaries rather closely, and yet coarsely similar to a reasonable
summary of the training dataset. Furthermore, many surface-based
approaches rely on some type of incremental fitting algorithm, such
as gradient descent, which is prone to get trapped in local minima,
especially if one allows for a very expressive prior to accurately cap-
ture details. Based on learning the topology from the shape prior
paradigm, our work is built on the ASM approach by projecting
onto a low-dimensional, statistical description from a set of training
shapes/images. However, the proposed method also accommodates
shapes that are not represented in this low-dimensional description.
Thus, the method offers optimization schemes that do not rely on
incremental updates to shapes or parameters, as is the case of a gra-
dient descent scheme.
Graph cut methods, on the other hand, have recently been ex-
tended to incorporate shape priors. For example, [4, 5] rely on the
variations of pixel labeling formulation for the graph-cut segmenta-
tion of Boykov and Jolly [6]. The idea is to identify pixels based on
the specified intensity distributions, and then project those pixel clas-
sifications onto shape priors, so that the priors affect pixel classifica-
tion probabilities. The optimization schemes are quite effective, but
still approximate. In [7], Gorelick et al. use an approximate model
to minimize segmentation energies but their method is designed for
single surface, which does not fit our application. To address multi-
surface segmentation, [8] and [9] rely on intensity or statistical dif-
ferences across boundaries. Although surface-separation constraints
are enforced, they do not use soft penalties with preferred separation
distance, and thus their approaches suffer from extracting irregular
surfaces. Moreover, no parametrized shape priors are embedded in
their graph-structure. Such priors are necessary for weak boundary
segmentation problems. Further, [9] uses an approximation graph-
cuts scheme that converges to a locally optimal solution while recon-
structing the entire graph during each iteration.
The proposed framework builds on the work related to the op-
timal net surfaces [10] and their applications to medical image seg-
mentation [11, 12]. The segmentation problem is specified as an
optimal net surface through a proper ordered (PO) graph, where that
net is defined by a minimum s-excess set and reduced to a minimum
s-t cut, for which a global solution is efficient. Veni et al. [13] used
this surface-net approach to solve for a similar problem. However,
they do not incorporate any shape information which, we believe, is
essential while dealing with low quality images accompanied with
ill-defined boundaries. Song et al. [12] introduced shape priors into
such a surface estimation scheme, but the priors were strictly lo-
cal, implemented as modifications to smoothness parameters in the
optimal cut formulation. Here we propose a surface-based segmen-
tation algorithm that relies on a fully generative model that incor-
porates a global shape prior, controlled smooth deviations from that
prior and a combination of a linear system and graph-cut approach
368U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1. (a) Slices of left atrium DE-MRI images showing the chal-
lenges in segmentation. (b) An example of several layers of a PO-
mesh for the LA
to maximize a posteriori optimization. Thus, the resulting optimal
segmentation not only is based on the prior but also accommodates
irregularities in the test data in order to best match image intensi-
ties. Moreover, we estimate the shape parameters, in closed form,
for segmentation as a part of the optimization process.
2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Bayesian Formulation
We begin by defining a segmentation S as a surface whose vertices
are defined on a 3D grid and are connected by edges that form a trian-
gular mesh. Associated with each vertex is an intensity profile (e.g.,
a 3D patch or a 1D array of intensities) oriented along the approx-
imate normal to the surface, as in [13]. Thus, a particular surface
induces a probability on a set of image intensities near each point
on the surface. The segmentation takes place on a set of columns,
which are connected via a triangular mesh structure as described in
[13]. Each column has a set of 3D vertices along its length. Thus, the
columns span the 3D space in which the segmentation takes place,
as seen in Figure 1b. A particular vertex at the jth position along
ith column has a 3D position xij . The graph has M columns and
N vertices along each column. In principle, this column set is a dis-
crete approximation of an underlying continuous parametrization of
a subset of <3 that relies on surface integrals within which the sur-
face estimation takes place. This parametrization also defines the
topology of the resulting segmentation. For simplicity, we present
only the discrete formulation. A segmentation S is the set of nodes
{s(i) ∈ [1, N ]} ∀i ∈ [1,M ] representing the position of the surface.
We use a Bayesian formulation to express the posterior proba-
bility of a segmentation S and underlying shape parameters β as a
function of the full image I .
P (S, β|I) ∝ P (I|S, β)P (S, β) = P (I|S, β)P (S|β)P (β). (1)
P (I|S, β) is a generative model of intensities in the vicinity of a
segmentation. We use a Gaussian distribution centered around a
mean intensity profile, µi, at each point on the associated surface,
where µi for column i is estimated from the training data. We con-
sider the set of intensities1 pij at a vertex xij to be statistically in-
dependent from one vertex to another, which results in a product of
probabilities and a sum for the log of the conditional probability.




||pi,s(i) − µi||2 (2)
P (S|β) describes the probability of a surface estimate as a function
of the shape parameters. We represent the surface as a base shape Sβ
and an offset So where S = Sβ + So. For a given set of shape pa-
rameters β, the surface probability depends only on the offset, which
needs to be small (the shape should be similar to the base shape) and
1This set of intensities could be organized in any way around a node on
the mesh, but for this work we use a 1D array, a kind of stick configuration,
which is shown in Figure 2a.
smooth (nearby columns should have similar offsets). Therefore the
log-probability can be written as:











where σo and σC are standard deviations of surface offsets learned
from the training set and the neighborhood structure, defined by C,
which is the clique in the base graph defined over the base shape.
For the shape parameters, we use PCA on a set of distance trans-
forms (DT) of the training data [14], and choose a low-dimensional
subspace that maintains 97% of data variability to represent the prior.
The Gaussian model for the shape space gives:
− logP (β) = 1
2
βTΛ−1β, (4)
where β is a vector of shape parameters and Λ is the diagonal matrix
of eigenvalues from the PCA. The eigenvectors (eigen DT) dek from
PCA, along with the shape parameters β, are used to construct the
corresponding DT dβ .




where x ∈ <3 and dµ denotes the mean DT. We use dβ to express
the conditional surface probabilities in (3). The DT for a particular
β plays two roles. For a given β, we can build the surface Sβ by
computing the intersection of each column i with the zero crossing
of dβ , to give a vertex and 3D positions for sβ(i). The DT also gives
a convenient way to compute the penalty on the magnitude of the




β (si), where si = xs(i), the
sum of square distances of the cuts along each column i from the
β-shape.
Thus, we have a full, shape-based generative model of an im-
age. A point β in the low-dimensional shape space, derived from
PCA on training data, chosen from a multivariate normal distribu-
tion, gives rise to a DT, whose zero level set is the β-shape Sβ . An
offset from this β-shape is chosen from a distribution defined by a
Markov random field (MRF) model that favors smaller yet smoother
offsets. Notice, this offset model extends the learned probability
distribution from the low-dimensional PCA subspace into the entire
shape space in a way that favors smooth shapes that are very near, but
do not exactly resemble, the training set. Finally, each point on that
surface gives rise to an array (patch or vector) of image intensities
that are drawn from (identically, independently) a Gaussian distribu-
tion, with a mean and covariance that are learned from the training
data along each column.
It is worth noting that the LA wall segmentation problem con-
sists of a pair of nested surfaces (epicardium and endocardium).
Thus, the above formulation is applied such that the distance trans-
forms are modeled jointly. Similar to [13], we introduce a penalty
on the inter-surface distances (expressed in the same probabilistic
framework, learned from the data and tied to the β-shape-pair) such
that the surfaces are estimated optimally in a joint formulation.
2.2. Optimization
We present a global optimization solution by following an alternat-
ing scheme in which we iterate between two fast global optimization
phases on two sets of parameters.
In the first phase, we optimize for S given β where we use graph
cuts to solve the V CE-weight net surface problem using [10]. We
use the MRF formulation [13], which is related to the derivation in-





Fig. 2. (a) 2D illustration of a simplified PO-mesh and sticks (yel-
low) at different mesh points, (b) Arc construction between adjacent
columns with respect to Sβ
as a set of weights on vertices and edges of a PO-graph and reduce
the surface estimation problem to a s-excess cut on the graph. The s-
excess cut produces an optimal low-order polynomial time solution–
and in practice runs very fast, even on large graphs. The details of
the graph construction follow from [10] with some modifications,
and therefore we give a high-level view of the algorithm here.
Weights/costs on the graph vertices arise from two sources: (1) a
matching term in the image probability, by sampling image patches
around each vertex and comparing them against the learned mean,
and (2) sampling the squared DT of the β-shape at each vertex posi-
tion. These terms are weighted and added to generate vertex costs.
Edges are inserted along graph-columns and also between the nodes
of adjacent columns. The inter-column edges model the pairwise
clique potentialC(si, sj), associated with the offsets, rather than the
absolute positions of the surface, as in previous work. For the opti-
mization to be feasible, we use C(d) = αd2, where d = (si − sj).
The β-shape Sβ gives a position on each column and So is computed
with respect to Sβ . Thus, the inter-column arcs are adjusted, relative
to the Sβ . Figure 2b summarizes the graph construction of the above
configuration of intra- and inter-column arcs. The resulting graph
on which we estimate the cut becomes a numerical construct and
does not define or heavily influence the shapes of the objects to be
segmented. If a mesh is sufficiently fine grained, it only serves to
restrict the topology of the surface. The Sβ defines an arbitrary sur-
face through the mesh and the offsets allow smooth perturbations on
that shape. For a given β, the surface estimate S, computed using
the graph-cut, is the global optimum of the posterior in (1).
In the second phase we optimize for β in a closed form given
a segmentation S. Here we take the derivative of the log posterior
























From (5), dβ is a weighted sum of images. The images ∂dβ/∂β are
the principle components (eigen DT) from the PCA decomposition
of the distance transforms in the training set. By isolating β in (6),
we obtain a closed-form algebraic solution on vectors/matrices in the
space of shape parameters.
β¯ = −(σ2cP a + σ2oσ2cΛ−1 + 2σ2o(P a − P b))−1
× (σ2cqa + 2σ2o(qa − qb)) (7)
qak = dµ




P akl = dek
T del , and P
b
kl = dekCNdel . (9)
Fig. 3. Left: the original image. Middle: Boykov’s result overlaid
on the ground-truth segmentation. Right: Our result.
where CN represents the M ×M indicator matrix, with its elements
equal to 1 if j ∈ Ni (neighborhood of i), else 0. This is the optimal β
for a given surface segmentation, which finds a compromise between
fitting the current segmentation and choosing a likely β based on the
Gaussian distribution.
When we consider the algorithm in full, this method differs sig-
nificantly from others that, in general, either work strictly within the
shape space [2] or project intermediate solutions onto that subspace.
Here, the optimization strategy offers two advantages. First, it al-
lows intermediate results to deviate from the low-dimensional shape
space and to pull the βs along. Second, in each iteration we perform
a global optimization of S and β, thus relying less on local image
properties near the current solution. Thus, the algorithm converges
with relatively few iterations.
3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In order to make a reasonable comparison of our approach with
the state-of-art graph-cut algorithms including Boykov’s, we con-
sidered 2D superquadric examples, corrupted with Rician noise and
a smoothly varying bias field. The corresponding energy function to
be minimized is given by [6]:








The data costs were computed with respect to the mean DT of the
training set and the smoothness costs were computed as the nor-
malized cross correlation between the intensity profile at each point
and the corresponding model profile that was again derived from
the training set. Figure 3 shows the effect of weights on data and
smoothness terms, and the corresponding result using our approach.
Such incorrect object delineation in Boykov’s case is due to the ab-
sence of the shape prior, lack of well-defined smoothness structure
that is derived from the MRF property and incompetence of allowing
only one cut per column.
To evaluate our framework, we applied it to 100 simulated im-
ages (64×64×96 voxels) and 58 clinical LGE-MRI (29 pre- and 29
post-ablation, 400×400×107) images that were obtained retrospec-
tively from an AF patient image database at the University of Utah’s
Comprehensive Arrhythmia Research and Management (CARMA)
Center. Based on the capture range of two surfaces, 50 mesh lay-
ers were used for simulated data and 30 layers were generated for
LA examples. We used the dynamic particle system to generate the
initial mesh and respective layers (see [13] for details). The mesh
does not get rebuilt during segmentation as it has enough layers and
resolution to allow shape flexibility. It is the cut through the mesh
that is modified to embed shape parameters.
For a given test example, the algorithm relies on the user in-
put to locate its approximate center based on which the nested-mesh
is positioned. The algorithm is robust enough as long as the mesh
does not lie either outside or inside the desired surface. The input
image is sampled along all sticks at all nodes. Next, the posterior
probability is computed using (1) which reflects the assignment of
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(b) (d) (f) (h)
Fig. 4. (a) 2D slice of a perturbed, noisy synthetic example, (b)
Segmentation boundaries overlaid on ground-truth (c,g,h) dice his-
tograms of two surfaces on synthetic, pre- and post-ablation datasets
(d) Average dice comparison of our method (green) vs V CEnet
without shape priors for different α (e) LA wall 1 (f) LA wall 2
costs, weights, edge capacities and then an optimal cut. A pair of
optimal mesh surfaces is then recovered from the minimum s-t cut.
Using this cut, the shape parameters are optimized. This procedure
is repeated until (1) converges2. Based on the extracted topologi-
cal mesh structure defined by the final cut, it is scan-converted to
reproduce segmented volume(s). The scaling parameter α for the
potential function C is fixed to 300 for the synthetic case and 100
for the LA dataset. These values reflect the complexity of surfaces.
For the simulated data, we considered 30 training examples and
100 test cases, which include two oblong mutually interacting sur-
faces. To mimic the variations of the LA-wall thickness, we incor-
porated shape changes by perturbing both of the surfaces in each
image by means of a randomly (Gaussian distributed with µ = 11,
σ2 = 36) corrupted DT to generate wiggles on the surfaces. Next,
each image was corrupted with Rician noise (with σ = 30) and a
smoothly varying bias field (see, e.g., Figure 4a). Figure 4b shows
our segmentation result on the corresponding ground-truth to prove
the effectiveness of our approach in retrieving both the boundaries
correctly, even in such a challenging environment.
For the quantitative evaluation, we used the Dice metric to an-
alyze the overlapping percentage between our segmentation result
and the ground-truth. Figure 4c shows the histogram plot of Dice
measures on both surfaces. To prove the effectiveness of embedding
global shape priors into the V CE-weight net framework, we com-
pared the average Dice of the middle layer over all images to the
one that does not include the prior. As shown in Figure 4d, the av-
erage Dice percentage with the shape prior is 93.06%. By contrast,
a maximum of only 90.39% is achieved by varying the α value of
V CE-weight net without the prior [13]. This analysis illustrates the
advantage of including the shape prior in extracting desired bound-
aries.
Figures 4e and 4f show the segmented boundaries of the endo-
cardial and epicardial surfaces of a LA in an example slice from an
LGE-MRI image. Together, these two surfaces define the extent of
the LA wall and were compared with manual segmentations from
experts at the CARMA Center. Average Dice coefficients in this
analysis include 0.89 and 0.87 for the epi- and endocardial bound-
aries in the pre-ablation images, respectively, and 0.87 and 0.86 for
the epi- and endocaridal boundaries in the post-ablation images. The
histogram plots of Dice measures on endo- and epicardial surfaces
in the pre- and post ablated studies are shown in Figure 4g and 4h
respectively. We also computed Hausdorff distances to the ground-
truth, which provides more insight into the accuracy of both the
shape and the local alignment of our automatic segmentations. For
2Our algorithm converges in ∼7 iterations on average.
the pre-ablation surfaces, we found an average Hausdorff distance of
1.89± 0.58mm and 1.91± 0.55mm for epi and endocardium. For
the post-ablation surfaces, average distances were 2.36 ± 0.56mm
and 2.45 ± 0.56mm for epi- and endocardium, respectively. These
errors are consistent with manual segmentation variability reported
by CARMA expert segmenters in LGE-MRI images of similar qual-
ity.
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A variety of medical image segmentation problems present significant technical chal-
lenges, including heterogeneous pixel intensities, noisy/ill-defined boundaries, and irregular
shapes with high variability. The strategy of estimating optimal segmentations within
a statistical framework that combines image data with priors on anatomical structures
promises to address some of these technical challenges. However, methods that rely on
local optimization techniques and/or local shape penalties (e.g., smoothness) have been
proven to be inadequate for many difficult segmentation problems. These challenging
segmentation problems can benefit from the inclusion of global shape priors within a
maximum-a-posteriori estimation framework, which biases solutions toward an object class
of interest. In this paper, we propose a maximum-a-posteriori formulation that relies on a
generative image model by incorporating both local and global shape priors. The proposed
method relies on graph cuts as well as a new shape parameters estimation that provides
a global updates-based optimization strategy. We demonstrate our approach on synthetic
datasets as well as on the left atrial wall segmentation from late-gadolinium enhancement
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which has been shown to be effective for identifying
myocardial fibrosis in the diagnosis of atrial fibrillation. Experimental results prove the
effectiveness of the proposed approach in terms of the average surface distance between
extracted surfaces and the corresponding ground-truth, as well as the clinical efficacy of the
method in the identification of fibrosis and scars in the atrial wall. 1
1This chapter is a submitted copy of Shapecut: Bayesian Surface Estimation Using Shape-driven
Graph. Gopalkrishna Veni, Shireen Y. Elhabian, and Ross T. Whitaker. to J. Med. Image Anal., 2016.
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5.2 Introduction
Medical image segmentation typically deals with partitioning an image into multiple
regions representing anatomical objects of interest. A three-dimensional segmentation can
be viewed as either pixel classification (defining regions) or a surface estimation (boundaries
of regions), and in this paper, we deal with the latter approach. Heterogeneous pixel
intensities, noisy diffuse boundaries, and irregular shapes are some factors that make it
difficult to develop accurate, robust segmentation algorithms for certain classes of images
and anatomy. The proposed method is motivated by a particular problem of this type,
which is the segmentation of the left atrium (LA) wall, also referred to as the myocardium,
from the late-gadolinium enhancement cardiac MRI (LGE-MRI) in patients suffering from
atrial fibrillation (AFib).
AFib is the most common cardiac arrhythmia and is characterized by irregular heartbeat
due to rapid and asynchronous electrical impulses generated in the upper (atrial) chambers
of the heart. AFib is a significant risk factor for stroke as well as other forms of heart disease
[1], [2]. Radio frequency (RF) ablation is one of the conventional medical procedures used
to treat AFib. The conventional wisdom is that the scar tissue resulting from the ablation
prevents abnormal myocardial tissue from improperly propagating the circulating electrical
waves that give rise to arrhythmia. However, RF ablation is an expensive, invasive procedure
that has generally demonstrated effectiveness of less than about 50%, thereby limiting its
overall utility.
Recent clinical data have shown that fibrosis in the atrial wall is linked to AFib, and
that the degree of fibrosis is a strong predictor of the efficacy of RF ablation—patients with
less fibrotic tissue are more likely to respond to ablation. LGE-MRI imaging highlights
abnormal tissue, including fibrosis, within the heart wall [3], and is used for both quantifying
the degree of fibrosis prior to RF ablation, as well as quantifying and tracking the effects
of the RF ablation in the formation of scar tissue. The quantification of abnormal atrial
tissue for any particular patient entails LGE-MRI imaging, the delineation or segmentation
of the atrial wall, and the identification of the (brighter) fibrotic or scar tissue within that
region [4], [5]. Due to the large number of patients presenting with AFib, the Department
of Cardiology at the University of Utah processes several hundred patients a year, which
includes the analyses of atrial heart tissue through MRI imaging, creating a huge workload
for the technicians who painstakingly identify the atrial wall using a set of drawing tools
within a 3D image editing software application.
The manual segmentation of the left atrium wall entails the delineation of its inner and
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outer surfaces, namely the endocardium and epicardium. These manual segmentations can
be time consuming (approximately one hour per image) and require significant manpower
with sufficient domain-specific expertise. The expertise is necessary in order to apply
anatomical knowledge in cases in which the image contrast is particularly weak or where
nearby anatomy confounds the ability to locate a clear boundary for the atrium. Fur-
thermore, these segmentations are prone to inconsistencies or discrepancies among experts.
Automatic segmentation, on the other hand, promises to be an economical solution to such
problems, with the benefit of reducing human variability or bias. Fig. 5.1 shows samples
of such images where one can appreciate the challenges of extracting a thin wall structure
(2-5 mm [6]) with weak boundaries and complex geometry. Further, these structures suffer
from contrast variation, low signal-to-noise ratio, and motion artifacts [7].
To address the challenges of LA segmentation from LGE-MRI data, we propose a
surface estimation scheme with the following aspects. First, it should handle various
degrees of noise and estimate surfaces with ill-defined boundaries. Second, it needs to
simultaneously estimate multiple surfaces in a globally optimal manner. Next, it should
preserve the topology of the desired surface by taking into account the shape population of
interest. Finally, the reconstructed surfaces are required to be regularized to compensate
for misleading intensity information.
Current segmentation approaches handle such problems, but they are lacking in one
way or another. For example, weak boundary segmentation problems are often solvable
only by inducing an a priori notion of the shape characteristics in question. This triggers
a strong motivation for a Bayesian framework for segmentation, which includes statistical
models such as the active shape models (ASM) [8], and many variations derived from that
approach. However, these models restrict the solution to lie only in a low-dimensional
shape space defined through the training data. In the case of the LA, clinicians require
Figure 5.1. LA wall challenges: Slices of LGE-MRI images showing the challenges in
segmentation. The left two 2D slices are shown without manual delineations of the LA
wall, and the right two slices show manual delineations.
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the output surfaces to follow correct boundaries rather closely and yet coarsely similar to a
significant summary of the training dataset. Lower-level deformable shape methods, such
as level sets [9], [10], which typically rely on gradient descent optimizations, have been
shown to be unable to handle such large variations in the boundary contrast. Moreover,
statistical and deformable methods rely on some sort of incremental fitting algorithm that
is prone to get trapped in local minima during optimization, which has been demonstrated
in Veni et al. [11]. The difficulty in optimizing shape models in the presence of such a
challenging environment motivates us to consider an optimization strategy that seeks a
globally optimal solution. In particular, graph-cuts provide a flexible global optimization
tool with significant computational efficiency. Boykov and Kolmogorov [12], [13] developed
efficient algorithms by using graph-cuts to segment regions optimally in the n-D image
data. However, these methods are region-based and are not necessarily meant to extract
features specific to the desired surface as verified by Veni et al. [14]. Moreover, they do
not preserve the topology of the desired surface and use approximations while dealing with
multiregion segmentation [15]. To extract multiple interlinked surfaces, Sonka et al. [16]
used an optimal surface net approach. However, the technique embeds hard geometric
constraints on surfaces smoothness and their interrelations that lead to irregular output
surfaces.
In this paper, we address these issues by developing a surface-based segmentation
algorithm with several important features that address unmet technical challenges in a
range of applications. The primary features of our formulation include: 1) the reliance
on a fully generative model that incorporates a global shape prior, 2) controlled smooth
deviations from that prior that lead to soft penalties and eventually result in regular
output surfaces, 3) a learned model of intensity patterns, 4) a combination of shape-based
linear system and graph-cut approach to maximize a posteriori optimization (and hence we
refer to this framework as ShapeCut), and 5) simultaneous extraction of multiple surfaces.
Thus, the resulting optimal segmentation not only relies on the prior information but also
accommodates irregularities in the input data in order to best match the observed image
intensities.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 5.3, we provide the
necessary background related to the presented work. In Section 5.4, we provide the theory
behind ShapeCut, which includes shape-based generative modeling and the two fast global
optimization strategies. Section 5.5 presents experimental results followed by their analysis




The relevant work falls into several different categories based on the approach and the
effectiveness/efficiency for tasks relevant to the goals of this paper. We begin with the image
segmentation methods based on shape priors that are learned from a set of training exam-
ples. This category includes active shape models (ASM) [8] and active appearance models
(AAM) [17], which rely on training data with correspondences/landmarks and assume a
Gaussian density in the low-dimensional subspace of landmark-based shape representations.
Variations include nonparametric shape priors in the subspace defined by principle com-
ponent analysis (PCA) of signed distance transforms [18]. Extending these methods that
learn a low-dimensional shape prior, the proposed work relies on a low-dimensional subspace
derived from the training shapes, but also accommodates perturbations from this relatively
confined space. Furthermore, the proposed method relies on minimization schemes that
optimize segmentations and shape parameters in a global fashion, rather than relying on
incremental, gradient descent-based schemes.
The second class of segmentation methods falls under the category of pixel-labeling-based
energy minimization schemes. Boykov and Kolmogorov [12], [13] used this scheme to
segment objects in N -dimensional images. Energies typically include a regional term
that quantifies the incompatibility of each pixel with a given region (e.g., foreground,
background), and a smoothness term that defines the extent to which a region/labeling
is piecewise smooth. To optimize such energy, graph-cuts have been shown to be efficient
and globally optimal. However, these methods are best when they rely either on an initial
set of seed points or on region-based penalties [19]. Further, they do not readily incorporate
shape-based information. The resulting segmentation tends to be biased towards regions
similar to the seed points and may not preserve the topology of the underlying surface.
Thus, pixel-labeling methods cannot be applicable for the LA wall segmentation due to the
localized intensity patterns surrounding the left atrial region and its shape complexity.
Malcolm et al. [20] extended the pixel-labeling graph-cuts framework by incorporating
nonlinear shape priors. They used kernel PCA from a set of training shapes followed by
iterative graph-cuts to segment the desired object, thus loosing the global nature of the
original graph-cuts optimization. Vu and Manjunath [21] used a discrete version of the
signed distance function to represent the shape prior within the level-set framework. Then,
they merged this shape prior with the regional term of the minimizing energy and optimized
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it using graph-cuts. Recently, Gorelick et al. [22] proposed a trust region approach to
optimize the pixel-labeling-based segmentation energy that includes the nonlinear region
terms, surface area penalties, and shape priors based on image moments. Within the trust
region, they solved the nonlinear approximation of the underlying energy via graph-cuts.
On the other hand, we view the segmentation problem as a surface estimation problem,
rather than a pixel-labeling problem, that accommodates shape complexity and localized
intensity patterns surrounding the surface being extracted. Thus, we introduce the shape
priors in a more systematic, Bayesian framework with learned surface features (rather than
region penalties), which are particularly important for the class of problems studied in this
paper. In addition, the proposed framework simultaneously extracts multiple interlinked
surfaces in a globally optimum manner. Although Delong et al. [23] and Schmidt et al. [24]
proposed a pixel-labeling-based segmentation framework that extracts multiple regions by
using a single graph-cut, it is very difficult to encode parameterized shape priors in their
graph structure. Further, their framework lacks enforcing of smoothness constraints over
the individual surfaces, which results in producing irregular boundaries. This has been
shown in Section 5.5.4.
In order to deal with surface based features, deformable-surface methods like level
sets [10], [9] can be used along with shape priors to extract the desired surfaces. For
example, Rousson and Paragios [25], Chan and Zhu [26], and Cremers et al. [27] used shape
priors in their level sets-based segmentation framework. However, like statistical shape
models, deformable surface methods use gradient descent-based optimization approaches
that are sensitive to initializations and are prone to get trapped in local minima.
The work most relevant to the proposed method is based on the optimal net surface
problems on a special geometric graph structure introduced by Wu and Chen [28] and its
applications to medical image segmentation [29], [30]. Wu and Chen designed a graph in
the form of a multicolumn properly ordered (PO) graph, and they proved the equivalence
between the image segmentation problem and min-cut on the s − t graph via optimal net
surface problems, thus providing a globally optimal and efficient solution. These surface-net
problems induce costs on surfaces rather than on regions and do not rely on approximate
(suboptimal) solutions when applied on multiple surfaces [31], motivating its practical use
in surface-based segmentation approaches. Sonka et al. [31], [19], [32], [33], [34] used one of
the surface-net approaches in the form of a V-weight net surface problem to simultaneously
extract multiple interrelated surfaces in multiple clinical applications. Song et al. [30]
extended this idea by introducing shape priors into such surface estimation schemes, but
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the priors were strictly local, implemented as modifications to smoothness parameters
in the optimal cut formulation. Veni et al. [11] used another form of the surface-net
approach, namely, a VCE-weight net surface problem by enforcing soft constraints on surface
smoothness and interrelations between coupled surfaces. However, they do not incorporate
parameterized shape priors in their Bayesian formulation, which is essential for the LA wall
segmentation.
The proposed work introduces a parameterized shape space and estimates global shape
parameters in a closed form for segmentation as a part of the optimization process. Further-
more, the integration of shape space keeps it separate from the mesh/graph. Thus, the graph
becomes, essentially, a discrete approximation to an underlying continuous parameterization
of a subset of the 3D volume. The work in this paper builds on the previous work of the
authors [11], [14]. The paper also discusses further improvements in the generative intensity
model by embedding the covariance structure that exists between intensity profiles. We also
talk about the gradient vector flow (GVF)-based nested mesh building strategy, which, in
turn, defines the multicolumn graph. Further, the paper provides an extensive formulation
of the shape prior model on coupled surfaces. With respect to the evaluation of results, we
performed a thorough analysis of every aspect of the underlying model. Apart from the
qualitative and quantitative analysis of segmentation results, we carried out their clinical
evaluation, which could elucidate the effectiveness of the proposed work even from a clinical
viewpoint.
5.4 Methodology
We treat the image segmentation as an energy minimization problem over the surface
S to be estimated. Within a Bayesian framework, this energy minimization can be cast as
a maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimation, where the log-posterior of the desired surface
is maximized for a given image. However, the proposed work differs from many other
Bayesian methods in that the underlying search space is an approximation of a continuous
parameterization of the set of possible surfaces, as shown in Figure 5.2a. We discretize
the underlying continuous parameterization in the form of a special form of geometric
graph structure, in order to simultaneously estimate multiple, interacting surfaces in a
globally optimal manner. Figure 5.2b depicts the strategy representing the continuous
parameterization in the form of a discrete graph whose design involves a set of nested layers
and columns. Here, each layer maintains a topological structure similar to that of the
desired surface, and each column necessarily ensures the estimated surface to pass through
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Figure 5.2. Parametric search space: Schematic showing a (a) continuous parameteri-
zation of the surface estimate S, (b) discrete approximation of the underlying continuous
parameterization within which the surface estimation takes place, and (c) overlay of discrete
grid on a given image and intensity profiles, pi,j (yellow) at different grid points xi,j .
it. For the 2D surface estimation, these layers represent 2D discrete contours, and in the
case of 3D, these layers become meshes.
We begin by defining the graph structure along with the associated notations. The
graph G = (V, E) is represented by a set of columns and a neighborhood structure among
adjacent columns, and hence is referred to as a multicolumn graph. This multicolumn graph
is formed by a set of vertices V and a set of edges E that are connected in a properly ordered
fashion [28]. The graph has I columns and J vertices along each column, forming J layers.
Each column has a set of 3D vertices along its length. Thus, the columns span the 3D
space in which the segmentation takes place. A particular vertex at the jth position along
ith column is associated with a 3D location xi,j in a given volume. Thus, a surface S is the
set of nodes S = {s(i) ∈ [1, J ]}, ∀i ∈ [1, I] representing the position of the surface along
each column. Associated with each vertex is an intensity profile that may consist of either
a 3D patch or a 1D array of intensities pi,j (e.g., oriented along the approximate normal to
the surface), as shown in Figure 5.2c. Thus, a particular surface (set of vertices) induces a
probability on a set of image intensities around each point on the surface.
5.4.1 Bayesian Formulation
Here we introduce the Bayesian model to express the posterior probability of a surface
S as a function of the given image I. Using Bayes rule, we have
P (S|I) ∝ P (I|S)P (S). (5.1)
The image likelihood, P (I|S), is a generative model of intensities in the vicinity of a
particular surface estimate. [11] defined the image intensity model by means of a set of
training images with an isotropic Gaussian distribution around a learned mean. Here we
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model the intensity profiles for a surface at a column location with a column-dependent
mean, µi, and covariance Σi. Following [11], the generative models for intensities are
computed by analyzing the intensity profiles that lie within a predefined radius r of points on
the column. We model the intensity profiles at different points on the surface as independent,
and therefore, the log of the conditional probability is




log |Σi| + (pi,s(i) − µi)TΣi−1(pi,s(i) − µi)
)
. (5.2)
The surface prior, P (S), is a generative model for surfaces. For this work, we use a linear
model and an associated set of latent variables, β, to represent global shape information.
This linear model is learned over training shapes, and captures low-dimensional properties
of shape representation, as in [8]. To account for the actual complexity of the left atrium, the
generative shape model allows smooth deviations or offsets from the low-dimensional shape
distribution, formulated as a Markov random field (MRF) prior on their configuration. As
a result, the proposed surface prior, P (S), captures global and local characteristics of the
desired surface. Ideally, because β is a latent variable, we formulate the complete prior in




P (S, β)dβ =
∫
β
P (S|β)P (β)dβ. (5.3)
Computing P (S) as an integral over all instances of β is generally intractable. However,
in the case of Gaussian distributions, we can assume that the integral in (5.3) is sharply
peaked at a most probable latent setting βMP where classical dimensionality reduction
techniques provide a closed-form solution. Hence, we approximate the integral of (5.3)
using a point estimate of β, and thus we have
P (S) = P (S|βMP )P (βMP ), (5.4)
where the point estimate βMP can be interpreted as the mean of latent posterior, p(β|S),
as in [35]. This approach becomes the conventional maximize-maximize formulation of
parameter estimation in the context of latent variable models. Hereafter, we will refer to
the latent point estimate as β for notational convenience.
Figures 5.3a and 5.3b show a simplified geometric interpretation of the model. The
linear subspace, which is learned from training data, is relatively low-dimensional, but
allows the segmentation algorithm to operate effectively when parts of the anatomy are
not well delineated in the image data, typically because of low-contrast and high-correlated
and/or uncorrelated noise. A shape is generated from a position β on this low-dimensional
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shape representation (shown as a 2D space in Figure 5.3), and we refer to β as shape
parameters.
To represent and learn this shape space, we use the signed distance transform (DT) of
the training data. Thus, for each training segmentation, namely d, whose zero level set
corresponds to the surface boundary, we use principal component analysis (PCA) on the
set of training DTs and choose a low-dimensional linear subspace that maintains 95% of the
shape variability to model shape parameters [36]. From the training data, we also estimate
a Gaussian distribution over the shape parameters, and therefore
P (β) ∝ exp(−1
2
βTΛ−1K β), (5.5)
where ΛK is the diagonal matrix of K largest eigenvalues derived from the PCA. The
eigenvectors (eigen DT) dek from PCA, along with a specific set of shape parameters β,
give rise to a particular DT, which we denote dβ




where x ∈ <3 is the particular image location and dµ denotes the mean DT. The zero level
set of the base distance transform, Sβ = {x|dβ(x) = 0} plays an important role in expressing
the conditional surface probabilities, in terms of both a base shape and an offset.
Unlike previous shape-prior-based image segmentation methods, which restrict the sur-
face estimate to remain in the low-dimensional subspace, the proposed method also allows
offsets from this subspace while introducing a covariance structure on these offsets. To allow
the offset, we model the conditional surface probability, P (S|β), in the form of MRFs. The
MRF model enforces correlation among nearby points on the surface while prioritizing
smooth deviations from the linear model learned from a set of training shapes. We let So
be defined as an offset from the base shape, Sβ, which lies in the subspace. Thus, the surface
estimate S is given by Sβ + So (as in Figure 5.3c). For a given set of shape parameters
β, the surface probability depends only on the offset (S ≡ So), which we penalize so that
it should be small (the shape should be similar to the base shape) and smooth (nearby
columns should have similar offsets). Therefore, the negative log conditional probability of
the surface for a given β can be defined as









(so(i1)− so(i2))2 , (5.7)
where σo and σC are standard deviations of surface offsets learned from the training set and











Figure 5.3. Shape representation within and off the subspace: Schematic showing (a)
training shapes implicitly represented by distance transforms, (b) projection of shapes onto
a linear subspace, and (c) estimated surface S derived from the deviation, So, of the base
shape Sβ.
the base shape. According to the MRF, the first term of (5.7) defines the unary potential of
the negative log-likelihood of the surface, S, given shape parameters, β, so that it encodes
relatively small offsets from the linear subspace. The second term defines the pairwise clique
potential, which encodes smooth deviation of S from the linear subspace. The combined
effect of the unary and pairwise clique potentials allows the surface estimate to deviate from
a low-dimensional linear subspace.
To express P (S|β) in (5.7) on the proposed grid, we use the following approximation.
For a given β, we build the base shape Sβ by computing the intersection of each column i
with the zero crossing of dβ, to give a vertex and 3D positions for sβ(i). The magnitude of
the offset So from Sβ is the distance along each column relative to the base shape, and the








β (si), where si = xi,s(i), the sum
of square distances of the vertices along each column i from the base shape.
Combining (5.2), (5.5), and (5.7), we derive the negative log-posterior of a surface S,
given an input image I





















The above derivation results in a full, shape-based generative model of an image. A point
β in the low-dimensional PCA subspace, chosen from a multivariate normal distribution,
gives rise to a distance transform, whose zero level set is the base shape, Sβ. An offset from
Sβ is chosen from an MRF distribution, which extends the learned probability distribution
from the PCA subspace into the entire shape space in a way that favors smooth shapes
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that are very near to but do not exactly resemble the training set. Finally, each point on
that surface gives rise to an array (patch or vector) of image intensities that are drawn from
a (identically, independently) Gaussian distribution, with a mean and covariance that are
learned from the training data along each column.
5.4.2 Extension of Bayesian Formulation to Multiple
Surfaces
The LA wall segmentation problem consists of a pair of nested surfaces—the epicardium
and endocardium—which we denote S1 and S2, respectively. We extend the above formu-
lation so that the distance transforms are modeled jointly. Similar to [11], we introduce a
penalty on the intersurface distances (expressed in the same probabilistic framework, learned
from the data, and tied to the β-shape-pair, that is β1 and β2) such that the surfaces are
estimated optimally in a joint formulation. Therefore, the combination of (5.1) and (5.4)
can be modified for two surfaces as follows
P (S1,S2|I) ∝ P (I|S1,S2)P (S1,S2)
= P (I|S1,S2)P (S1|S2, β1, β2)P (S2|β2, β1)P (β1, β2). (5.9)
For this work, we assume that the intensity models for each column corresponding to
epi- and endocardial surfaces are independent of each other with different mean intensity
profiles µ1i and µ
2




i , respectively. Likewise, we apply the
independence assumption over shape parameters β1 and β2. Following this, the probabilities
for intensity and shape models are applied in a similar way for both surfaces as expressed
in (5.2) and (5.5). Since β2 is implicitly related to S2 while simplifying for P (S1|S2, β1, β2)




P (I|S l)P (βl)
]
P (S1|S2, β1)P (S2|β2). (5.10)
To express the conditional surface probabilities, P (S1|S2, β1) and P (S2|β2), we account
for the mutual relationship among the coupled surfaces apart from the individual surface
estimates. By modeling S1 with a normal distribution on distance to S2, the negative log
of the joint surface estimate is
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where ∆(i) denotes the ideal intersurface distance for each column i and σC′ represents
the standard deviation of this distance, both of which are learned from the training data.





, be denoted by ρ. By following the fact that the epicardial surface is
always above the endocardial surface, we let ρ < −∆(i). This condition will make sure that
s1(i) < s2(i) for any given mesh column and eventually avoids either crossing or overlapping
of coupled surfaces. Therefore, the negative log-posterior of coupled surfaces S1 and S2,
and shape parameters, β, with an input image I, is given by


















































5.4.3 3D Mesh Construction
The proposed Bayesian formulation over S on a surface-conforming multicolumn graph
structure requires a 3D nested mesh that defines a 3D subdomain that contains the surfaces
to be estimated. We propose a mesh building strategy that relies on a set of training
samples.
As seen in Figure 5.4, the shapes of the left atrium are highly variable, especially within
and around the veins that come out of it. This variability is captured by the statistical
model, described above, and the use of training data for the estimation of the computational
domain.
In order to construct a 3D nested mesh structure, we initially need to build a base mesh
that complies with the training set of segmented shapes. We begin by rigidly aligning the
training set of segmented images, using FSL-FLIRT [37] to perform the pairwise registration
step to a group atlas. In particular, with 7 degrees-of-freedom (translation, rotation, and
scaling), we align each training shape to an iteratively evolving average (template) until
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Figure 5.4. Variability of left atrium shapes.
convergence (i.e., a rigid with-scale unbiased atlas building strategy over all training shapes).
To build our nested mesh model, we use the mean signed distance transform (DT), dµ from
the aligned training shapes. The zero-level set of dµ gives rise to a new distance transform
d˜µ with respect to the average shape, using the Fast Marching Method (FMM). Using
marching cubes and subsequent decimation and resampling to improve quality [38], we
have a triangulated base mesh with relatively good mesh quality (aspect ratios and triangle
sizes).
Once the base mesh is generated, we construct nested mesh layers that represent a
collection of offset surfaces, both inside and out. For this we use a gradient vector flows
(GVF)-based nested mesh building strategy [39] derived from the distance field, d˜µ. A
small amount of smoothing in estimating the gradients and sufficiently small integration
steps ensure that columns do not cross or tangle. Starting at each node of the base mesh,
we traverse along the direction of the gradient vectors while creating new nodes successively.
These nodes are eventually used to construct graph columns. Specifically, consider a node
in a mesh that is located at xoldi,j . To acquire a corresponding node x
new
i,j for the next mesh
layer, either inside or outside the base mesh, we apply
xnewi,j =
{
xoldi,j + δ5 d˜oldµi,j , if inside
xoldi,j − δ5 d˜oldµi,j , otherwise
(5.13)
where δ denotes the distance between two successive mesh layers and d˜0µi,j represents the
zero-level set of d˜µ. A collection of all the nodes forms a new mesh layer that maintains the
topology of the base mesh. This action continues so that the nested mesh layers cover the
required computational domain. For our application, the number of mesh nodes per each
layer corresponds to 12665 for the heart data and 6262 for the synthetic data. Based on
the capture range of two surfaces, we generated 75 mesh layers, spaced at 0.5 voxels each,
which occupy a capture range of 38 voxels for the final surface estimate.
5.4.4 Optimization
To seek globally optimal solution for S and β, we follow a conditional maximization
scheme in which we iterate between two relatively fast, global optimization phases. In the
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first phase, we optimize for S given β, and in the second phase, we optimize for β given S.
For the first phase, we use graph-cuts to solve the VCE-weight net surface problem,
using [28]. Here we use the MRF formulation [11], which follows the derivation introduced
in [40]. The strategy is to express the above penalties as a set of weights on vertices and
edges of a multicolumn properly ordered (PO) graph, and reduce the surface estimation
problem to an s-excess cut on the graph. This produces an optimal low-order polynomial
time solution–and in practice runs very fast, even for large graphs. The details of the
multicolumn PO graph construction follow from [28], and we present here how our energy
minimization-based probabilities get encoded on the vertices and edges of the PO graph.
Weights/costs on the graph vertices arise from two sources. The first source of costs is
derived from the intensity model, P (I|S), by sampling image patches around each vertex
pi,j , and computing the negative log-likelihood from the Gaussian model, (µi,Σi). For
notational convenience, we denote the negative log-likelihood by W I . The second part
comes from the shape model by sampling the squared distance transform dβ of the base
shape Sβ at each vertex position (i, j) in the form of surface offset So and is denoted by




i,j + (1− ω)WSβi,j ; (0 ≤ ω ≤ 1). (5.14)
Typically, for low-contrast images, ω is chosen to be less than 0.5 in order to emphasize
shape-based costs over the image matching-based costs.
To build the PO graph, edges are inserted between adjacent vertices along each col-
umn carrying +∞ costs. They also go in between vertices of adjacent columns to model
the pairwise clique potential C(so(i1), so(i2)), associated with the offsets, rather than the
absolute positions of the surface, as in [11]. For the optimization to be feasible, we use
C(d) = αd2, where α represents the scaling factor on the clique potential. Typically, α
regulates the penalty on the smoothness of the estimated surface, and d2 = (so(i1)− so(i2))2
comes from the surface smoothness part in (5.7). The configuration of the edges between
adjacent columns is inherently managed by the β-shape, Sβ. To be specific, the intersection
of Sβ with each graph column gives a reference position, sβ. The so’s between adjacent
columns, defined by the clique potential C, are adjusted relative to sβ’s positions. Figure 5.5
illustrates the arc configuration with respect to the intra- and intercolumn arcs. In this way,
the nested mesh on which we perform graph-cuts becomes a numerical construct and does
not define or heavily influence the shapes of the objects to be segmented. If a mesh is
sufficiently fine grained, it serves only to restrict the topology of the surface. For a given β,
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i1 i3i2
Figure 5.5. Shape complying properly ordered graph construction: Schematic showing arc
configuration between adjacent columns being overlaid on a given image. The entire arc
configuration assembly is deformed with respect to the base shape Sβ during each iteration.
the surface estimate S, computed using graph-cuts, is the global optimum of the posterior
in (5.1).
In the second phase of the optimization, we compute β for a given surface S by minimiz-
ing the negative log-posterior. This computation is done by taking the derivative of (5.8)
with respect to β and equating it to zero. Since the negative log-posterior is quadratic in























Here dβ represents the base distance transform and is expressed in (5.6). The images
∂dβ/∂β are the principal components. By rearranging terms in (5.15), the optimal shape
parameters, β∗, are given by
β∗ = −(σ2cPa + σ2oσ2cΛ−1K + 2σ2o(Pa − Pb))−1(σ2cqa + 2σ2o(qa − qb)) (5.16)
qak = dµ
T (S)dek(S), and qbk = dµT (S)CNdek(S), ∀k ∈ [1,K] (5.17)
Pakakb = dTeka (S)dekb (S), and P
b
kakb
= deka (S)CNdekb (S), ∀ka, kb ∈ [1,K]. (5.18)
In equations (5.17) and (5.18), CN represents I × I symmetric, indicator matrix, with the
corresponding elements, i ∈ I, equal to 1 if i′ ∈ Ni (neighborhood of i), else 0. Thus, (5.16)
gives the optimal β for a given surface segmentation that finds a compromise between fitting
the current segmentation and choosing a likely β based on the Gaussian distribution.
When we consider the algorithm in full, the proposed method differs significantly from
others that either work strictly within the shape subspace [8] or project intermediate
solutions onto that subspace. Here, the optimization strategy offers two advantages. First,
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it allows intermediate results to deviate from the low-dimensional shape subspace and to
pull the shape parameters, β, toward this segmented surface. Second, in each iteration, we
perform a global optimization of S and β, thus relying less on local image properties near
the current solution. Thus, the algorithm converges with relatively few iterations (e.g., ∼5
iterations on average for results in this paper).
While dealing with the multisurface problem, we follow the same iterative conditional
maximization scheme where we optimize for coupled surfaces, S1 and S2, for a given β-
shape-pair in the first phase, and in the second phase, we optimize shape parameters β1
and β2 independently for S1 and S2, respectively. At each iteration, for a given S l, the
mutual interaction between surfaces does not influence the estimation of shape parameters,
βl, allowing each βl to be estimated independently in the same way as in (5.16). However,
to estimate coupled surfaces for a given β-shape-pair, we consider the mutual interaction
estimate and optimize the V CE-weight net surface problem using graph-cuts.
5.5 Results
To assess the performance of the proposed method, we applied ShapeCut on the left atrial
(LA) wall segmentation from late-gadolinium enhancement MRI. As a proof-of-concept, we
start by demonstrating the algorithm’s performance on 3D simulated parametric shape
examples that have coupled-surface structure similar to the LA wall.
5.5.1 Datasets
5.5.1.1 Synthetic Dataset
We considered a class of 3D parametric shapes termed supershapes [41], [42] whose 2D





The 3D extension was obtained by a spherical product:
x = r(θ) cos θ r(φ) cosφ
y = r(θ) sin θ r(φ) cosφ
z = r(φ) sinφ (5.20)
where θ ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2], φ ∈ [−pi, pi] and we set a = b = 1. We generated shapes of four
rotational symmetries, m = 4, to mimic pulmonary vein structures coming out of the
LA. The associated shape parameters (n1, n2, n3) were drawn from χ
2 distributions with
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four degrees of freedom. We used the implicit representation of rational supershapes in
[42], which yields smoother shapes compared to the standard ones in [41] that suffer from
sharp corners. We imitated coupled-surfaces using two level sets of r(φ): the zero-level
set associated to the generated supershape, and a positive level set to simulate the inner
surface. Using this strategy, we produced 170 volumes of size 200 × 200 × 200 where each
volume contained three regions: the region inside the innermost surface (innermost region),
the region in between the inner and outer surfaces (middle region), and the background.
To mimic variations associated with the LA-wall thickness, we perturbed the inner and
outer surfaces by introducing correlated random noise determined by convolution of random
noise with a Gaussian filter of standard deviation 25 to produce smooth wiggles along
both surfaces. To simulate image intensities that reflect appearance differences between
distinct regions, we considered a Gaussian-distributed appearance model within each region
of variance 9 and means 40, 70, and 10 for the innermost, middle, and background regions,
respectively. To replicate some of the MRI imaging challenges, each image was corrupted
with Rician noise with variance 30 and a smoothly varying bias field.
5.5.1.2 LGE-MRI Cardiac Dataset
For the real-data experiments, we apply ShapeCut on the LA wall segmentation where
72 LGE-MRI volumes (37 pre- and 35 postablation, each of size 300 × 400 × 107 and
isotropic resolution of 0.625 mm) were obtained retrospectively from an AFib patient image
database at the University of Utah’s Comprehensive Arrhythmia Research and Management
(CARMA) Center.2 Along with the LGE-MRI volumes, we were provided with expert-
delineated binary segmentations for the epicardium and endocardium. Of the 72 samples
dataset, 62 volumes were served with a single-handed segmentations from an expert, and the
remaining 10 volumes were provided with binary segmentations from three experts. These
segmentations were used to generate the properly ordered (PO) graph, extract intensity
features, learn the shape model, and for the purpose of evaluation.
5.5.2 Shape Prior Construction: Training Sample Size
Learning shape priors poses convergence challenges for high-dimensional shape spaces
and relatively low training sample size. Hence, it is critical to show that the underlying
shape variability in a given population can be captured by a finite, probably small, number of
training shape exemplars. Such training samples account for linear subspace approximation,
2http://healthsciences.utah.edu/carma/carma team/index.html
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for which even fewer eigenmodes, relative to the training sample size, would capture the
population shape variability. To assess the algorithm’s performance against the number of
training samples, we used a repeated random-subsampling-based resampling strategy [43]
where repeated trials (subsets) were drawn to compute performance statistics. Figure 5.6
shows average scree plots from repeated random training subsets of different sample sizes
for the synthetic and LA datasets. It can be observed that 95% of the shape variability can
be captured by a smaller number of eigenmodes relative to the training sample size. Note
that for high-dimensional shape spaces, we do not require an exact characterization of the
covariance structure in the off-subspace. For a segmentation task, we allow for deviation
from the shape subspace in a regularized manner in the form of MRF-based clique potentials.
Another important aspect of building shape priors is subspace consistency where the
eigenmodes are reliably estimated with the given finite training set. To this end, we adopted
two shape-based PCA measures, projection error and subspace error, that were computed
from data subsets. These measures reflect the representation capability of the learned shape
prior in terms of deriving shapes (i.e., Sβ) that resemble the training set while determining
the deviation from the prior’s subspace (i.e., So), which is needed to accurately represent a
testing shape. Smaller errors, relative to the off-subspace noise variance, eventually help in
obtaining a reliable segmentation. We define these measures as follows.
5.5.2.1 Projection Error
This measure quantifies the distance between the original set of centered samples X˜ and
the reconstructed samples derived from a learned shape prior. Mathematically, it is given
























































Figure 5.6. Eigen spectrum: Average scree plots for different training set sizes for (a) the
synthetic dataset and (b) the left atrium.
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by
||X˜ − U jkU jk
T
X˜||2F . (5.21)
where, U jk represents a set of k significant eigenvectors derived from the PCA on subsampled
data for the jth trial and F represents the Frobinious norm. From the segmentation stand-
point, this error provides the surface offset So from a within-subspace shape reconstruction
Sβ that is needed to represent a test shape. Since the surface probability demands small
and smooth offsets, it is desirable to have a small projection error at the cost of the number
of training samples.
5.5.2.2 Subspace Error
This measure computes the distance between the reconstructed samples derived from
the eigen decomposition of the subsampled data against the reconstructed samples derived
from the entire data. Mathematically, it is given by
||WkWkT X˜ − U jkU jk
T
X˜||2F . (5.22)
where Wk represents a set of k significant eigenvectors derived from the PCA with respect to
the entire dataset. From the segmentation standpoint, it provides the distance between base
shapes Sβ that are defined over the subspaces spanned by subsets of the dataset and the
entire dataset itself. This measure encodes the consistency of prior learning using smaller
training sizes as compared to the full dataset.
For both these measures, we again used a repeated random-subsampling-based resam-
pling strategy to draw multiple random samples for different sample sizes. For synthetic as
well as the left atrium datasets, we chose training samples sizes ranging from 10 through
60 in the interval of 10 and drew 150 random subsets for each training size. Finally, for
each subset, sample statistics were calculated from these trials. Figure 5.7 shows the mean
and standard deviation (in noise variance units considering all training samples) of these
measures by considering different numbers of subsamples. As expected, the errors decrease
with the number of samples. In particular, the projection error levels off at or beyond the
off-subspace noise variance for both datasets, which suggests that it served to learn shape
priors with relatively small-sized training datasets (e.g., as would be available in clinical
applications). Similarly, the convergence of subspace error to less than noise variance
(especially for the LA data) is indicative of the shape prior robustness and consistency
in learning eigenmodes that capture shape variability with a finite subset of the training
shapes.
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Figure 5.7. Shape-based PCA measures: Projection error (top) for (a) the synthetic
dataset and (b) the left atrium, subspace error (bottom) for (c) the synthetic dataset and
(d) the left atrium.
5.5.3 Algorithm Flow
For a given test example, ShapeCut relies on user input to locate the model’s approxi-
mate center, based on which every point of the 3D nested mesh is positioned. This approach
is viable because, according to acquisition protocols deployed by CARMA, subjects are
generally aligned while being imaged in a scanner. Although the transformation parameters
associated with the alignment can be estimated as a part of the optimization process, we
opt to focus on the shape parameter estimation aspect, considering the problem at hand.
The algorithm is robust to this position, as long as the nested mesh model does not
fall either outside or inside the desired surface. The input image is then sampled along the
patch positions at all mesh nodes. Next, the negative log-posterior is computed based on
(5.12), which reflects the assignment of costs, weights, edge capacities, and an optimal cut.
A pair of optimal mesh surfaces is then recovered from the minimum s-t cut. Using this
cut, the shape parameters are optimized. This procedure is repeated until convergence. We
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use Boykov’s maximum flow algorithm [44] to perform graph-cuts.
5.5.4 Evaluation
Based on the training sample size selection results from the synthetic dataset, we chose
20 samples for training and the remaining 150 samples for testing purposes. Figure 5.8
shows some example slices of supershapes and the corresponding noise- and bias-corrupted
simulated images with the segmentation boundaries overlaid. These results demonstrate the
effectiveness of ShapeCut in retrieving the inner as well as outer surfaces correctly even in
the presence of correlated noise that ambiguates region boundaries. However, the proposed
model does not exactly delineate the inner boundary on the top portion of the rightmost
image because of the high noise level in that specific region for the actual boundary to
be distinguishable, as can be noticed in its simulated image. In these occluded boundary
regions, the PCA-based shape model dominates the energy minimization process in driving
the output towards the representative shape Sβ that is derived from the learned prior.
We compared ShapeCut against one of the state-of-the-art pixel-labeling-based energy
minimization approaches [23, 24, 45]. These methods also use graph-cuts to efficiently
optimize the corresponding energies. However, the difference is that their energies rely
on region labelings rather than on surfaces. Specifically, we chose [23] for comparison as it
deals with multiregion segmentation by using a single graph-cuts. To mimic the multiregion
energy terms with the proposed method, the data term comprises the intensity-based
likelihood model and the shape term, which is derived from the mean distance transform,
dµ. In order to define the smoothness term, we used a pairwise intensity difference-based
Gaussian model [12]. Figure 5.9 compares the segmentation results of the middle region on
two test examples. Based on these results, one can observe that the ShapeCut surpasses
the multiregion approach in producing accurate surfaces with regularized boundaries. This
superiority is achieved because, in the areas that correspond to the ill-defined boundaries,
ShapeCut takes advantage of using parameterized shape priors in its graph structure to
guide the segmentation process. Another reason is related to the MRF-based smoothness
constraints that are enforced on individual surfaces, rather than regions, maintain their
regularity.
With regard to the LA wall segmentation, Figure 5.10 shows the extracted boundaries of
epicardial and endocardial surfaces on some example slices from LGE-MRI image volumes.
Due to the lack of ground-truth information, these surfaces are compared against the
manually segmented images. Although the 2D contours of our automatic segmentation
are shown on the respective slices of three images, the actual 3D surfaces produced by the
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Figure 5.8. Supershape qualitative results: 2D contours derived from the proposed method
overlaid on supershape ground-truths (top) and the corresponding noisy test examples
(bottom).
(a) (c)(b)
Figure 5.9. Supershape qualitative comparison: (a) 2D slices of the 3D supershape test
examples. Segmentation results of the middle region on the corresponding ground truth by
using (b) multiregion graph-cuts [23] and (c) ShapeCut.
proposed method are accurate enough in the core left atrial regions except near the veins,
which, in any case, do not belong to the LA. Moreover, the delineation of these veins is
subject to interrater variability, as the cutoff between atrium and veins is not well defined.
To validate this hypothesis, we calculated statistics on pairwise surface distances between
manually and automatically extracted surfaces across all test samples. These statistics
include means and standard deviations of the pairwise surface distances that could be
visualized as color maps on the base mesh. According to the left panels of Figures 5.11
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Figure 5.10. Left atrium qualitative results: 2D contours derived from manual segmenta-
tions (top) and segmentations obtained using the proposed method (bottom) over LGE-MRI
slices.
Figure 5.11. Epicardium quantitative results: Mean (left) and standard deviation (right)
of epicardial surface distances across all the datasets shown as color maps on the base mesh
surface.
and 5.12 that depict mean surface distances, most surface delineation incompatibilities are
concentrated around veins. In addition, the right panels of Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show
the deviation of pairwise surface distances across different datasets from the corresponding
means, which is indirectly related to the interrater variability and testifies to how differently
an expert can delimit LA boundaries, especially around vein regions.
Apart from the qualitative assessment of results, we performed quantitative analysis to
evaluate the accuracy and precision of our segmentation results as compared to the ground-
truths for simulated shapes and manual segmentations of the left atrium wall. Choosing
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.12. Endocardium quantitative results: Mean (left) and standard deviation (right)
of endocardial surface distances across all the datasets shown as color maps on the base
mesh surface.
the correct evaluation measure is a crucial but nontrivial task and is needed to reflect the
nature of the object to be segmented. Specifically, when the object size is small (as in
the case of the LA wall) as compared to the image volume, overlap-based measures are
generally not recommended due to their insensitive nature in providing the same metric
value irrespective of the distance between two nonoverlapping segments being evaluated,
eventually affecting the precision [46]. On the other hand, distance-based measures provide
better insight into the precision and accuracy of both the shape and the local alignment of
segmented regions. Apart from its small size, the LA wall is accompanied by the adjoining
vein structures that exhibit significant inconsistency among manual segmenters and are not
a part of the wall tissue, as mentioned earlier. Thus, they can be considered as outliers.
Since Hausdorff distance (HD) is sensitive to outliers, it is not considered to be the right
choice for the LA wall quantitative assessment. As such, we chose average surface distance
(ASD) for the quantitative evaluation, which computes the average of all pairwise surface
distances between two surfaces. Even in the case of ASD, the percentage of veins structures
is large enough to influence the analysis. Hence, we tried to carefully eliminate these regions
by acquiring help from the experts at the CARMA Center and computed ASD on the rest
of the surface regions. Since the segmentation of the LA wall involves the segmentation of
two surfaces, the epicardium and endocardium, we calculate the ASD of the LA wall as
ASDwall = max{ASDepi, ASDendo}.
Unlike the case of the LA, the synthetic dataset does not possess outlier sensitivity issues.
Hence, apart from the ASD, we have also calculated the Hausdorff distance (HD) between
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the extracted surfaces using ShapeCut and the corresponding ground-truths. Similar to the
LA dataset, the ASD and HD for the middle surface are computed using
ASDm = max{ASDo, ASDi}
HDm = max{HDo, HDi}
where the subscripts m, o, and i on distance measures are used to represent the middle,
outer, and inner regions, respectively.
For the synthetic dataset, we obtained an average ASD of (0.25±0.04) pixels over all 150
test samples for the middle region with the corresponding histogram shown in Figure 5.13a.
Further, an average HD over the test samples is (1.95 ± 0.38), with the corresponding
histogram being shown in Figure 5.13b. For the LA wall, we obtained an average ASD
of (0.66 ± 0.14) mm over all 72 test samples, with the corresponding histogram shown in
Figure 5.13c.
5.5.5 Sensitivity Analysis
To assess the robustness of ShapeCut with respect to model parameters while analyzing
its effect on the segmentation output, we performed sensitivity analysis on these parameters
for the LA data. These model parameters include the patch length p, smoothness penalty α,
and dominance factor ω. To carry out the quantitative analysis, we used an average pairwise
surface distance (ASD) of the wall for evaluation. Initially, we analyzed patch profiles by
choosing different lengths. Next, we fixed the patch length and varied the scaling factor
of the smoothness penalty to analyze its effect on the segmentation accuracy. Finally, we

















































Figure 5.13. LA wall quantitative results: Histogram of (a) average surface distances
(ASD) and (b) Hausdorff distance (HD) for the middle region of supershape test examples
across the entire test dataset, mean ASD = (0.25±0.14) pixels and mean HD = (1.95±0.38)
pixels. (c) Histogram of ASD for the LA wall across the entire dataset with mean ASD =
(0.66± 0.14) mm.
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assessed the effect of the dominance factor by fixing the patch length and smoothness factor
to their best settings.
To assess the sensitivity of patch length p, we chose different patch lengths ranging
from 5 through 21 in the interval of 4. Figure 5.14a shows the plot of means and standard
deviations of ASDs over the entire dataset for different patch lengths. One can observe that
the ASD measure does not vary much after a certain patch length (p > 13 mm), which
suggests that as long as the patch length is sufficient to capture the localized intensity
pattern around the left atrium wall, the algorithm produces reliable results.
For the smoothness factor, we chose α values ranging from 100 to 1000. Values below
100 were shown to result in nonsmooth shapes [11]. Figure 5.14b shows the corresponding
error plot on ASDs where the optimal α value that achieves the best segmentation result
is 200. Although the error plot shows a small difference between α = 100 versus α = 200,
we noticed that for a lower α, the segmented surfaces were irregular. As such, we did not
intend to experiment with lower α values. Conversely, by increasing the α value beyond 500,
the reconstructed surfaces became over-smoothed, thus affecting the accurate delineation
of some high curvature left atrial regions.
For the dominance factor assessment, we chose ω values ranging from 0 to 0.8 in the
interval of 0.2, where ω = 0 implies no inclusion of the shape prior in the proposed Bayesian
segmentation framework. Figure 5.14c shows the corresponding ASD plot that clearly
manifests the necessity of the shape prior in acquiring better segmentation results. In
particular, better ASD values are acquired for any other ω value as compared to ω = 0. It
is also worth noting that the shape prior-based segmentation model gives better performance
in terms of providing smaller ASDs compared to models that do not include shape priors
(by comparing three plots of Figure 5.14), which suggests the importance of the shape prior
in the proposed method.
5.5.6 Algorithm Parameters
Based on the findings of the sensitivity analysis, we chose key parameters for the
proposed model.3 The patch length, pi,j , for the intensity model was chosen as 13 mm
for the LA dataset and 9 voxels for supershapes. The scaling factor, α, on the smoothness
penalty was fixed to 200 for the LA as well as supershapes datasets. The dominance factor,
ω, that allows control of the dominance of intensity over the shape prior was chosen to be
0.25 for the LA (in accordance with Figure 5.14c) and 0.4 for the supershapes, respectively.
3Similar analysis was conducted on supershapes to choose key parameteric values.
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Figure 5.14. ShapeCut parameters sensitivity analysis: Error plot showing the effect of
(a) patch length, (b) smoothness penalty scaling factor α, and (c) dominance factor ω on
the segmentation result for the left atrial wall surface.
In the LA case, the ω value was slightly smaller as compared to the supershapes, because
as mentioned in Section 5.2, the LA wall is surrounded by similar intensity structures. A
smaller ω results in favoring the shape model over the intensity model, thereby biasing the
solution for the representative shape, derived from the linear model, rather than letting it
be attracted to the incorrect localized boundaries.
The remaining parameters include the standard deviations of the MRF-based offset
model, σo, σc, and σ
′
c. Based on our experimentation, the values corresponding to σo = 5,
σc = 5, and σ
′
c = 1 give optimal performance for both datasets. However, the results
indicate the parameters are not highly sensitive to the choice of parametric values.
5.5.7 Clinical Evaluation
From the clinical perspective, the question would arise whether the proposed automated
segmentation could replace an expert one to reduce manpower needed to derive a subsequent
analysis. We therefore assessed fibrotic (structural remodeling) regions within the LA wall
in preablated and LA wall scarring in the postablated LGE-MRI image volumes. The
evaluation was carried out by comparing the fibrotic/scarred regions within the manually
and automatically segmented wall regions.
To assess fibrosis in the preablated LGE-MRI scans, we segmented fibrosis regions within
each wall based on the image-specific intensity threshold that was provided to us by the
CARMA Center in the form of fibrosis percentages. Fibrosis percentage is defined as the
percentage of the LA wall that is determined to be “enhanced” in the LGE-MRI image. A
threshold-based algorithm [4] has been used to decide the enhanced regions.
For a given image, we used the given fibrosis percentage to determine the intensity
threshold retrospectively based on the corresponding LGE-MRI image and its manual wall
segmentation. Next, this threshold was used to extract the fibrotic regions in manual as well
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as automatic wall segmentations. Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the anterior-posterior (A-P)
and posterior-anterior (P-A) views of fibrosis patterns on three manually and automatically
extracted wall surfaces. These patterns clearly demonstrate the potential of the proposed
method to correctly identify the fibrosis regions. Further, we analyzed the relationship of
fibrosis percentages between manual and automatic wall segmentations. This relationship
quantifies the amount of overlap between manual and automatically extracted fibrotic
regions. To this end, we plotted the manual versus automatic fibrosis percentage for each
preablated scan. Figure 5.17 shows the corresponding scatter plot. The linear relation
with a very small error (mean square error, MSE = 3.07 and R-square value of 0.83)
demonstrates that the manual and automatic fibrotic regions highly overlap.
In order to classify the LA wall scarring in the postablated LGE-MRI scans, we applied
the multifeature-based K-means clustering algorithm proposed by [47]. The algorithm uses
features including 14 Haralick’s texture metrics, image-specific normalized voxel intensity
within the left atrium and a Sobel edge map to separate scar regions from the nonscar
regions. Figures 5.18 and 5.19 show the anterior-posterior (A-P) and posterior-anterior (P-
A) views of scar patterns on three manually and automatically reconstructed wall surfaces.
As for fibrosis, we computed scar percentages from the LA wall scarred regions and used
them as the evaluation metric to study their relationship within the manually segmented
LA walls against the automatic counterparts. Figure 5.20 shows a scatter plot comparing
manual to automatic scar percentages for each postablated scan. The nearly linear relation
with a small error (mean square error, MSE = 3.1 and R-square value of 0.56) between
manual and automated scar percentages implies that the proposed method is effective in
reproducing scarring results similar to the manual results.
5.5.8 Interrater Variability Analysis
As mentioned in subsection 5.5.1.2, 10 of 72 image samples were provided with the binary
segmentations from three experts. To study the variability in segmentations among multiple
experts and automatic segmentation, we carried out the interrater variability analysis of the
LA wall on these images by using a simultaneous truth and performance-level estimation
(STAPLE) algorithm [48]. STAPLE provides a probabilistic estimation model that not
only evaluates the performance of a given segmentation with respect to the estimated true
segmentation, but also quantifies the interrater variability. STAPLE estimates the true
segmentation based on the weighted combination of segmentations being provided, a prior
model derived from the spatial distribution of the segmented structures and spatial homo-




Figure 5.15. Fibrosis-based clinical evaluation (A-P view): Anterior-posterior view of
LGE-MRIs depicting fibrosis patterns in manual (top) vs. the proposed method (bottom)
wall regions. Fibrosis regions are displayed in green and healthy wall regions in blue.
Pulmonary veins
Figure 5.16. Fibrosis-based clinical evaluation (P-A view): Posterior-anterior view of
LGE-MRIs depicting fibrosis patterns in manual (top) vs. the proposed method (bottom)
wall regions. Fibrosis regions are displayed in green and healthy wall regions in blue.
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Figure 5.17. Manual vs. automatic fibrosis correlation: Scatter plot depicting the relation
between manual vs. automatic fibrosis-wall percentages. An example slice shows fibrosis
regions (red spots) and highlights the area (yellow rectangle) where manual and automatic
segmentation disagrees near valves that come out of the left atrium.
as one of its evaluation measures.
Besides the fact that vein structures and mitral valve are not part of the LA, we noticed
that they typically suffer from segmentation inconsistencies between raters. We therefore
tried to remove vein structures with the help of experts from the CARMA Center. However,
we did not attempt to exclude the mitral valve due to the difficulty involved in its extraction
and its proximity to the surrounding fibrotic/scar regions.
The bar plot shown in the top panel of Figure 5.21 presents the sensitivity values for
three manual segmentations and the automatic counterpart for each image, respectively.
These uneven bar plots confirm that there exists inherent variability among raters. In order
to determine the specific locations of the variability, we computed pairwise distance errors
between automatically extracted surfaces and the surfaces generated from three manual
segmentations. The bottom panel of Figure 5.21 shows distance errors on one of the data
samples where the blue regions correspond to the low surface distance errors (ASD < 1
mm), and the red regions correspond to the high surface distance errors. As expected, the
high surface distance errors are localized only around the mitral valve and veins, which are




Figure 5.18. Scar-based clinical evaluation (A-P view): Anterior-posterior view of LGE-
MRIs depicting scar patterns in manual (top) vs. the proposed method (bottom) wall
regions. Scarred regions are displayed in red and healthy wall regions in blue.
Pulmonary veins
Figure 5.19. Scar-based clinical evaluation (P-A view): Posterior-anterior view of LGE-
MRIs depicting scar patterns in manual (top) vs. the proposed method (bottom) wall
regions. Scarred regions are displayed in red and healthy wall regions in blue.
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Figure 5.20. Manual vs. automatic fibrosis correlation: Scatter plot depicting the relation
between manual vs. automatic scar percentages. An example slice shows scar regions (red
spots) and highlights the area (yellow rectangle) where manual and automatic segmentation
disagrees near valves that surround the left atrium.
5.6 Discussion and Conclusion
5.6.1 Clinical Impact and Performance
Based on the results presented in Section 5.5, ShapeCut is an effective method for
the automatic extraction of multiple coupled surfaces such as the LA wall. Regarding the
algorithm’s run-time, which involves an iterative optimization of coupled surfaces and shape
parameters, we obtained an average run-time of 2.3 minutes for the LA wall extraction. This
run-time reflects the nested mesh layer model, which comprises 75 layers and 12665 mesh
points per layer. Further, since we deal with two surfaces, these layers and the respective
mesh points get doubled, for a total of 75×12665×2 mesh points. Compared to the manual
segmentations that typically take more than an hour, ShapeCut achieves significant time
improvement apart from providing similar results, except around vein regions, not only
qualitatively and quantitatively but also from a clinical perspective.
5.6.2 Limitations
One of the challenges inherent to multicolumn-based surface estimation methods lies in
locating the approximate center of the 3D objects based on which the nested mesh structure
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Figure 5.21. STAPLE analysis: (Top) Bar plot showing the sensitivity of the automatic
segmented wall (AutoSeg) compared to the corresponding three manual walls (ManualSeg)
on 10 samples. (The bar plot justifies the variability among interraters.) (Bottom)
Pairwise surface distances between one automatically extracted endocardial surface and
corresponding surfaces generated from three manual segmentations.
is positioned. Another challenge related to the nested mesh construction lies in knowing
the range of the search domain. The search domain corresponds to the number of mesh
layers needed to construct the nested mesh model. To achieve correct segmentation results
at each point of the surface, this number must be large enough that all the surfaces being
delimited fall well within its search space. An ideal way to circumvent this problem is to let
the search space grow until its outermost mesh layer reaches the image boundaries and its
innermost mesh layer diminishes to a single point. However, this process could increase the
run-time of the algorithm. Another viable solution is to learn the surface bounds within the
volume from a set of training shapes. This strategy not only helps determine the number
of mesh layers, but also assists in positioning the approximate center of the desired objects
to be segmented. The approximate center can be estimated by computing the centroid of
an average shape that is derived from the training shapes.
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5.6.3 Future Work
Based on the knowledge pertaining to the variability of LA shapes, we expect that this
shape variation could be captured by using nonlinear shape priors. One way to achieve
this nonlinearity is by modeling the shape priors as a mixture of Gaussians where the
underlying model includes the linear subspace spanned by each mixture component. In
order to estimate the desired surface in a given image, an expectation maximization (EM)
algorithm can be used. The E-step estimates the distribution of the mixture component
identity, and the M-step estimates the component-specific shape parameters and the surface
using a conditional maximization scheme similar to the proposed method. This domain
needs to be explored for future development of the underlying model.
Apart from the Gaussian-based generative intensity model, P (I|S), which estimates the
likelihood of the surface based on the statistics of the training intensity profiles, one can
apply deep convolutional networks (ConvNets) to extract features [49] from these intensity
profiles. This extraction can be followed by regression on the extracted features with respect
to the test intensity profile in order to derive costs on the graph nodes. Further examination
of feature extraction on the basis of ConvNets may result in a better likelihood model.
5.6.4 Conclusion
We present ShapeCut, a shape-based generative model for extracting multiple surfaces
from a given image. ShapeCut is modeled by incorporating global shape information within
the Bayesian framework, thus biasing the solution toward the desired shape. However, to
accommodate a subclass of shapes that are not captured by means of the global shape
priors, due to the smaller sample size, the proposed method introduces local shape priors
in the form of MRFs. The optimization of the derived model is done in two phases that are
performed in an iterative fashion: one for a multicolumn graph-based multisurface update
and the other for closed form-based global shape refinement. The results demonstrated the
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This chapter discusses unpublished work related to the application of the MRF-based
Bayesian surface extraction algorithm to segment layers of a contact lens in OCT images
and horizon segmentation in seismic volumes. Section 6.1 deals with the procedural details
and evaluation of lens segmentation, and Section 6.2 covers the algorithm’s functionality in
the extraction of horizons. This section also explains other graph cuts-based optimization
algorithms to efficiently minimize the surface-based energies, which are extremely useful in
the case of large-image volumes.
6.1 Contact Lens Segmentation in
OCT Imaging
The segmentation of a contact lens entails the delineation of its inner and outer bound-
aries. Fig. 6.1 shows an OCT image example with the lens boundaries delineated. This
delineation is carried out on various types of contact lenses (Type I - Type VII) characterized
by different curvatures and thicknesses, thereby determining the optical properties of these
lenses. As discussed in Chapter 1, OCT images suffer low SNR and imaging artifacts,
including scan lines, vertical stray lines, and the glass plate, making lens segmentation
challenging. To accurately delineate the inner and outer boundaries of these lenses in this
challenging environment, we adopted the Bayesian surface extraction strategy.
6.1.1 Algorithm Components
Before employing the Bayesian surface extraction algorithm, we perform preprocessing
of a given image in order to remove irrelevant information that corresponds to the imaging
artifacts. This step is followed by building a parametric structure that complies with the
lens boundaries. Building such a structure necessarily involves two steps. In the first step,
a 2D curve is constructed that roughly aligns with the curvature of any lens type. The
curve provides a basic structure of the multicolumn graph. Hence, it is referred to as the
base curve (similar to the base mesh in 3D). The second step involves generation of nested
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Figure 6.1. A sample OCT image showing delineation of the inner and outer boundaries
of a contact lens.
curves that maintain a geometry similar to that of the base curve. These curves form a
multicolumn graph within which the segmentation takes place. To formulate surface-based
energy in the multicolumn graph, the nodes of the graph carry costs that correspond to
the likelihood of features with respect to the lens boundaries, and the edges are used to
impose constraints on the lens boundaries, such as smoothness and their interactions. Thus,
the optimal lens boundaries are obtained by finding a min-cut in this special, geometric
multicolumn graph. Details of the algorithm components are discussed in the following
subsections.
6.1.2 Preprocessing
As shown in Fig. 6.1, the boundaries of the lens are surrounded by imaging artifacts,
including unwanted scan lines, vertical stray lines, and the glass plate on which the lens
rests. These unwanted structures affect the segmentation process and need to be removed by
preprocessing the image. The preprocessing step also helps improve the lens model building
process by retrieving only a collection of points that correspond to the lens. To carry out
this process, we deal with the images derived from the variance of their intensities instead
of dealing directly with the image intensities. Variance-based images are less susceptible to
random noise and spatial inhomogeneity. Furthermore, a global threshold can be used to
extract edge-related pixels in these kinds of images [1], [2].
Given an image, the variance-based image is generated by considering a predefined-
sized window around each pixel, and computing the variance of pixel intensities within the




N − 1 (6.1)
where x¯ represents the mean of intensities and N represents the number of pixels. The size
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of the window is empirically chosen as 21× 21 for all images. Next, the following steps are
used to remove the imaging artifacts from the variance-based image.
• Use a threshold on the variance-based image to acquire all the edge-related pixels,
which gives a binary image. This threshold is empirically chosen as 15 for all examples.
• Apply the Hough transform [3] on this binary image to detect all straight lines. Fig. 6.2
shows various lines on the binarized variance image that are detected using the Hough
transform.
• Extract lines that traverse from the first column of an image to its last column. These
lines correspond to the scan lines and the glass plate, which are removed.
• Apply an annulus mask surrounding the lens structure. This mask removes pixels
corresponding to the vertical stray lines that are present away from the lens, which
eventually helps improve the lens-building model.
The preprocessing step provides a binary image with unwanted structures removed.
Fig. 6.3 shows the preprocessing output (in blue) on two example slices. It can be seen
that most of the points correspond to the lens structure, which is necessary for the next
component of the segmentation process.
6.1.3 Building a Lens-Following Nested Curve
To build a lens-following topological model, we generate a set of nested layers that
conform with the shape of the lens. Similar to Chapter 2 through Chapter 5, we rely on
the training strategy, where a set of sample points is collected from the preprocessed binary
images that correspond to the boundaries of the lens. Initially, a base layer is constructed
over these sample points by using the least squares-based elliptical model system [4]. The
primary reason for using this system is its ellipse-specific minimizing constraint while solving
for a least squares-based optimization problem for a given set of sample points. This
constraint specifically complies with the lens shape. Further, it is robust to noise. Once the
base layer is created, a set of nested ellipses is generated by using an elliptical coordinate
system [5]. By varying the values of elliptical coordinates, different-sized ellipses can be
generated that are then used to construct multiple layers, both inside and outside the base
layer. Fig. 6.4 shows the grid that is formed using this elliptical coordinate system. This
grid provides the multicolumn graph structure.
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Figure 6.2. Hough lines (shown in red) on thresholded variance-based lens images.
Figure 6.3. Outputs of the preprocessing stage (blue) overlaid on OCT examples. Notice
that the preprocessing stage avoids pixels corresponding to the scan lines, glass plate, and
vertical stray lines, which helps in building a better lens model whose base layer is shown
in red.
6.1.4 Cost Assignments
Due to the variability in the shape of the lens, we again rely on the training strategy to
learn intensity-related features and compute node costs. This strategy provides examples
of patch profiles that define features along the inner and outer boundaries of the lens.
A patch profile is a rectangular region of intensities, oriented in the normal direction to
the surface/curve associated with each node. In the training phase, a set of preprocessed
binary images is utilized to collect points belonging to the lens boundaries and model
column-specific patch profiles. The intensity at each model patch location is computed
by a distance-based weighted average of patch intensities for each boundary point in each
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Figure 6.4. Elliptical nested-layer grid overlaid on a test example.
training image. Thus, for a column, a patch profile is a Gaussian-weighted average of
several patch profiles from many images of different lens types. In the test phase, the patch
profiles are acquired by sampling intensity patches around each node of the elliptical-shaped
nested curve. Next, these patches are compared to the corresponding column-specific model
patches to determine node costs.
The edges between adjacent columns of the multicolumn graph are configured in a
properly ordered fashion. As described in Subsection 1.2.3, this configuration is crucial
to formulate the surface-based energy minimization problem as a V CE-weight net surface
problem. Further, we enforce smoothness constraints, while assigning costs on every PO
edge-pair between adjacent columns. These constraints help achieve regular boundaries−a
natural characteristic possessed by lens surfaces.
For a simultaneous segmentation of inner and outer lens boundaries, two disjoint PO
graphs are constructed. These graphs are connected by an additional set of edges between
corresponding columns that also follow the PO configuration with submodular constraints.
These constraints maintain a regularized thickness between the inner and outer lens bound-
aries.
6.1.5 Lens Segmentation Using Graph Cuts
Once the geometric graph is constructed and the costs are assigned to its nodes and
edges, it can be treated as a V CE-weight net surface problem. As described in [6], the
optimal net surface corresponds to the optimal s-excess set in the derived graph, which is
estimated by transforming the V CE-weight net surface problem into a graph cut problem.
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Thus, the min-cut in the transformed graph eventually extracts two surfaces that correspond
to the inner and outer boundaries of the lens.
6.1.6 Results and Discussion
The evaluation of the MRF-based Bayesian surface extraction approach has been carried
out on 614 OCT examples, including six lens types. Table 6.1 summarizes the algorithm’s
success rate for a group of images pertaining to each lens type. Here, the term “success”
is defined qualitatively based on a visual inspection such that both lens boundaries are
correctly extracted from one end to the other at every point. Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 show the
inner and outer boundaries of various lenses on the corresponding OCT images.
According to Table 6.1, the proposed algorithm produces successful results for almost
all OCT examples. In a small number of cases, the algorithm extracts incorrect boundaries
due to the vertical stray lines and very strong imaging artifacts, which do not get removed
during the preprocessing step due to their proximity to the lens and which exhibit stronger
intensity-based features compared to the lens, thus misleading the algorithm in choosing
the correct boundaries. Such challenges can be handled by enhancing the likelihood model
with better features, other than intensities, corresponding to the lens.
6.2 Horizon Segmentation in Seismic Volumes
This section is related to the third area of application, which deals with the extraction
of horizons in the seismic volumes. The geometric interpretation of the extracted horizons
results in the detection of other important seismic structures such as faults, channels, and
gas leakages [7]. Fig. 6.7 shows an example slice of the seismic volume comprising horizons
and faults. As seen in the figure, the desired horizons suffer from heterogeneous intensities
along their structures and are surrounded by other horizons that possess similar features.
Based on our knowledge that the MRF-based Bayesian surface extraction algorithm is
beneficial in addressing these challenges, it is used in the extraction of horizons.
To extract the desired horizon, a user places a set of landmarks, commonly referred to as
anchor points, corresponding to the desired horizon. Using these landmarks, a surface-based
energy is formulated by encoding its likelihood based on the features of the desired horizon
and the MRF priors to enforce smoothness on the horizon. This energy formulation is
executed on a properly ordered multicolumn graph structure. Finally, graph cuts are applied
to minimize the horizon-specific Bayesian surface energy.
In order to build a multicolumn graph, we let each column of a given image correspond
to the column of the graph and each image-row as its layer. In the case of 3D, these layers
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Table 6.1. Summary of results for each type of lens
Lens type Number of examples Number of successful results
Type I : 108 108
Type II : 72 72
Type III : 92 92
Type IV : 89 89
Type V : 91 90
Type VI : 48 48




Figure 6.5. Segmentation results on (a) Type I, (b) Type II, and (c) Type III lens images.
are formed on the basis of rows and slices of the image. To determine the likelihood energy
that quantifies costs on the nodes of the graph, intensity profile-based features are used,
similar to Chapter 2. This process involves two phases. In the training phase, intensity
profiles (sticks) that serve as the model profiles per column are computed. These model
profiles are computed by initially sampling an array of intensities, both above and below






Figure 6.6. Segmentation results on (a) Type IV, (b) Type V, (c) Type VI, and (d) Type
VII lens images.
based on the linear interpolation of the landmark-based model profiles. In the test phase,
the intensity profiles are sampled around each point of the image and compared against
the model profiles of the corresponding columns to determine node costs. The MRF-based
smoothness prior is modeled by enforcing soft penalties among properly ordered edge-pairs
between adjacent columns, which helps maintain the regularity on horizon surfaces.
To gain run-time and memory efficiency of the graph cut algorithm, we consider only a
subset of rows, instead of all rows in a given image, thereby limiting the search space for
finding the min-cut. The image formed by downsizing the search space is referred to as




Figure 6.7. 2D slice of the seismic volume depicting horizons and faults.
of the stick. Specifically, given a stick length, the size of the narrow band is calculated
by multiplying the stick length with an odd integer factor in order to accommodate equal
numbers of rows above and below the stick length.
Fig. 6.8 shows the graphical user interface (GUI) that is specifically designed to extract
2D and 3D horizon surfaces based on the user-defined anchor points. The front-end module
of the design has been developed with the help of Kristen Zygmunt and Ayla Khan, software
developers at the University of the Utah.
Although multicolumn-based graph cuts yield globally optimal surfaces in a low-order
polynomial time (T (n,m) with O(n) vertices and O(m) edges), these algorithms are still
impractical in this particular area of application due to the very large image volumes
of size around 1000 × 1000 × 1000. The graphs pertaining to these volumes typically
carry billions of nodes and e edges per node (e = number of edges in the edge interval,
which typically corresponds to the size of the column), and the serial Boykov Kolmogorov
(BK)-algorithm (see Subsection 1.2.2) takes up to several hours to find the maximum
flow. Further, the unstructured implementations often fail to take advantage of the special
graph structure leading to a significant memory requirement in the order of a few tens of
gigabytes. The following sections discuss various strategies to improve the performance of
graph cuts in terms of run-time and memory consumption. Initially, we discuss a parallel
version of graph cuts based on the push-relabel strategy. This work is done in collaboration
with Shridharan Chandramouli, whose tasks involved implementation and analysis of the
proposed approaches. Next, a label-based approximation approach is presented that uses
graph cuts iteratively to minimize the surface-based energy model.
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Figure 6.8. Horizon segmentation GUI design with two horizons extracted from different
slices of a 3D geological volume. Yellow ”+” symbols indicate anchor points and purple
vertical lines represent anchor points-specific model profiles. The purple band represents
the boundaries of the search space for the horizon extraction.
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6.2.1 Parallelization of a Structured Graph
We begin by exploring various maximum flow strategies that have been used to paral-
lelize graph cuts by taking advantage of today’s advanced multicore machine architecture,
graphics processor units (GPUs), and symmetric multiprocessors (SMPs).
6.2.1.1 Review of Parallel Max-Flow Algorithms
In order to parallelize graph cuts, push-relabel-based max-flow methods are typically
preferred over the augmented path-based methods because of their local push and relabel
operations on specific nodes, making the graph cuts capable of a parallel implementation.
Goldberg and Tarjan [8] proposed the first parallel implementation for their push-relabel
method by relying on the dynamic tree data structure [9]. The algorithm runs in O(n2logn)
time with n processors and O(m) additional space on a moderate-sized general graph
structure. The first practical implementation of the push-relabel algorithm was that of
Anderson and Setubal [10] for shared-memory architectures. They introduced the concept
of waves in order to perform global relabeling of vertices concurrently with the push and
relabel operations. Here, global relabeling refers to the correct relabeling of vertices based
on their exact distances from the sink in the residual graph [8]. A breadth-first search (BFS)
algorithm is used to carry out the global relabeling task. Since the proposed approach uses
this strategy to apply the push-relabel method on the structured graph setting, we provide
further algorithmic details for this strategy.
In shared memory architectures, it is possible that multiple processors operate on the
overlapping vertices, causing invalid labelings and thus limiting any advantage of incorpo-
rating global relabeling scheme while parallelizing graph cuts. To overcome this problem,
Anderson and Setubal [10] use the notion of waves to periodically apply global relabeling
after a specific number of discharge operations. Here, each node is affiliated with a wave
number that gets updated based on the number of times the node has been globally
relabeled. Further, each processor maintains a global shared queue and two local queues:
an in-queue and an out-queue. Each time a processor needs to process vertices, it acquires
vertices from the global shared queue and stores them in the local in-queue, where they are
processed in the first-in, first-out (FIFO) fashion. After discharge operation, newly active
vertices are placed in the local out-queue and are moved to the global shared queue only
when the out-queue gets filled. Fig. 6.9 shows a schematic corresponding to this vertex
processing operation. This strategy reduces the amount of false-sharing between shared
memory systems, thereby improving the performance of the algorithm. All the push and
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Proposed vertex processing strategy
Anderson and Setubal's vertex processing strategy
Figure 6.9. Anderson and Setubal’s vertex processing strategy [10] and the proposed
strategy. Each processor has a local processing queue instead of a shared global FIFO
queue.
Vineet and Narayanan [11] implemented the first parallel version of the push-relabel al-
gorithm for the GPUs. While the performance can be significantly improved by using GPUs
over the shared memory-based graph cuts parameterization, these systems are bounded by
the limited global memory sizes and are impractical in the case of larger graphs.
Generally, augmented path-based methods are not well suited for a parallel implemen-
tation of graph cuts due to their nonlocal operations while finding augmented paths to
send the flow from source to sink. Liu and Sun [12] proposed a parallel version of the BK
algorithm on a structured graph by splitting it into uniform segments and merging them
adaptively after processing these segments in parallel. Since their graph structure is closely
related to the graph being built for the image-based rectangular volumes, we implemented
their parallel strategy on shared memory architecture.
In the following subsection, we will cover the algorithmic details of Liu and Sun’s parallel
version [12] of the BK-algorithm, Anderson and Setubal’s parallel implementation of the
push-relabel maximum flow algorithm, and the adaptations made to fit our application at
hand.
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6.2.1.2 Parallel BK Algorithm on Structured Graphs
We adopted Liu and Sun’s adaptive hierarchical approach [12] by dividing the graph
into small, disjoint, uniformly sized segments. In view of the multicolumn properly ordered
graph structure that restricts only one cut per row, and the use of a narrow band that limits
the number of rows to be considerably smaller than the number of columns or slices, the
volume is divided across its columns and slices as shown in Fig. 6.10. Once the graph is
partitioned, the algorithm simultaneously finds all the short-range augmented paths within
the smaller segments. Next, these segments are adaptively merged while expanding the
search span and augmenting the flow on longer paths. The process continues until all the
paths are exhausted, thus reaching the maximum flow.
The advantage of this approach is memory locality, which improves cache-friendliness
within smaller segments. However, we noticed only a threefold run-time improvement over
the serial BK algorithm on a 551×426×426-sized seismic volume. The rationale behind this
meager improvement is that there exist more larger augmented paths than shorter paths,
leaving a significant portion of the work being performed in the later stages of the max-flow
process, thus limiting the run-time efficiency.
6.2.1.3 Parallel Push-Relabel Algorithm on Structured
Graphs
To parallelize the push-relabel algorithm on a multicolumn properly ordered graph,
we extended the idea of Anderson and Setubal [10] by modifying the concurrent global







Figure 6.10. Schematic showing the partitioning of a structured graph into uniform
segments across its columns and slices. These segments are adaptively merged to find
longer augmented paths until the max-flow is reached.
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performance of the algorithm. Further, we used an implicit addressing scheme to improve
the algorithm’s memory consumption.
Anderson and Setubal [10] use a queue or bucket structure, which involves transfer of
nodes (vertices) between a local queue/bucket, managed by each processor, and a global
queue, common to all processors. Since the nodes do not have any processor affinity
structure, their algorithm requires frequent locking of vertices to enable push and relabel
operations, thereby affecting the efficiency of the algorithm. We address this problem by
taking advantage of the special graph structure inherent to the seismic volume. Based on
the number of processors, we divide the graph into segments of equal size. Each segment is
assigned to a separate processor, and, thus, the vertex affinity of a segment is set to that
processor. At any given time, the nodes that are interior to the segment are processed
by the same processor and, therefore, do not require a locking mechanism. However,
there can be a transfer of excess flow between vertices of adjacent columns that belong
to different segments. These vertices, which are referred to as shared vertices, are the
only vertices guarded by a lock, as shown in Fig. 6.11. Using this strategy, two aspects
become clear. First, vertex affinity replaces global queue structure with one local queue
per processor. Second, any vertex addition to the queue is done either locally or from the
columns corresponding to the immediately adjacent segments. This strategy provides the
advantage of an improved vertex locking mechanism by limiting the communication between
graph segments. Fig. 6.9 shows the proposed queue structure.
6.2.1.4 Level-Synchronized Global Relabeling
Similar to [10], we use the concept of waves to perform push and relabel operations. How-
ever, the concurrent global relabeling wave propagation is performed in a level-synchronized
fashion. The algorithm works as follows. After a certain number of discharge operations,
a new global relabeling wave starts (to effectively update the labeling of vertices to reflect
Figure 6.11. Vertex locking mechanism that illustrates shared vertices (red) between
adjacent segments. Only these vertices need lock before processing. The interior vertices
(gray) need lock only while interacting with the shared vertices.
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their original distance to the sink), where every processor adds all the vertices, which
are directly connected to the sink via nonsaturated edges, to the queue. This operation
advances the frontier by one level. Once all the processors complete advancing the frontier,
a software barrier is used to ensure all the operations are synchronized at the same depth
before advancing to the next level. Since the frontier advancement is synchronized at every
level, this scheme is referred to as the level-synchronized global relabeling (LSGR) scheme.
Fig. 6.12 illustrates the frontier advancement mechanism using the LSGR scheme. A soft-
ware barrier is required at each level of the BFS process; otherwise, there is the possibility
that a shared vertex can be reached by the same wave at different levels from adjacent
segments, resulting in the wrong label assignments to the node. The level-synchronized
global relabeling strategy reduces the contention for queue and, thus, improves the cache




























































Figure 6.12. Frontier advancement during the level-synchronized global relabeling. For
a particular wave, green represents vertices at the frontier and red represents relabeled
vertices. The remaining vertices (gray) become a part of this wave as the frontier progresses.
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6.2.1.5 Structured Graph and Implicit Addressing Scheme
In the case of general graph construction, every edge is associated with two pointers, one
that points to the mate edge (reverse edge in the directed graph) and the other to the node
that holds the tail of this mate edge. This data structure entails a considerable amount of
memory usage while storing the information of all the edges in the graph. To reduce the
memory consumption of the algorithm, we use the implicit addressing scheme. Based on
the special configuration of the multicolumn properly ordered graph, any edge information
can be exactly calculated based on its offset within a node’s set of edges. Since we know the
image dimensions beforehand, these implicit calculations can be cached in a 3D matrix to
reduce the time required to compute them. The size of the cache is significantly smaller than
having a mate stored as part of the edge by a factor equal to the number of graph-columns,
which corresponds to a significant reduction in the amount of memory required to store the
edge information.
6.2.1.6 Results and Scalability Analysis
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed parallel push-relabel algorithm, we performed
experiments on a 551× 426× 426-sized seismic volume. All these experiments were run on
shared memory architecture with 80 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E-7-4870 2.4GHz processors
and 750GB RAM space.
Fig. 6.13 shows the algorithm’s run-time performance (in logarithmic scale) against the
number of parallel threads spawned. According to the plot, the algorithm scales well on
graphs with a large number of nodes. For moderate-sized graphs comprising 10-20 million
nodes, we obtained a nearly linear decrease in the run-time by using 2 to 25 threads, before
it leveled off, albeit with an increase in the number of threads. For large-sized graphs
comprising 40-80 million nodes, a much better scaling performance scaling was obtained.
For instance, we noticed that the run-time is almost halved by doubling the number of
processors.
We also compared the run-time performance of the LSGR-based parallel push-relabel
scheme against the serial BK algorithm on medium-sized graphs. Table 6.2 shows this
comparison for two experiments with 11 and 21 million nodes. The current serial version
of the BK algorithm failed to work on larger graphs due to the high memory requirements.
Table 6.3 compares the memory usage of the algorithm by employing general and implicit
addressing schemes. In the case of the general addressing scheme, each node consumes 128
bytes of memory, and each half-edge holds 32 bytes. Here, half-edges are defined as a set
of edges that a node carries on one side of its adjacent columns in a multicolumn graph,
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Figure 6.13. LSGR-based parallel push-relabel algorithm’s run-time (in logarithmic scale)
against the number of threads for graphs with varying numbers of nodes. (a) 10562671
nodes (image size: 551 × 45 × 426), (b) 21125341 nodes (image size: 551 × 90 × 426), (c)
42250681 nodes (image size: 551 × 180 × 426), and (d) 84684601 nodes (image size: 551
× 360 × 426).
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Table 6.2. Comparison of serial run-time (BK) and parallel push-relabel algorithm.
Image Number of nodes Serial BK Parallel push-relabel
Volume 1 : 10562671 3625 sec. 121 sec.
Volume 2 : 21125341 19228 sec. 410 sec.
Table 6.3. Comparison of memory usage by using general and implicit addressing schemes
of the parallel push-relabel algorithm.
Image Number of nodes General addressing scheme Implicit addressing scheme
Volume 1 : 10562671 32GB 6GB
Volume 2 : 21125341 59GB 13GB
as shown in Fig. 6.14. Although the memory consumed by each node by using the implicit
addressing scheme is the same, each half-edge requires only 4 bytes of memory−a significant
memory improvement over the general addressing strategy.
6.2.2 Fast Approximate Surface-Based Energy
Minimization
Although the LSGR-based parallel push-relabel approach achieves better scalability,
cache-friendliness, and memory efficiency by taking advantage of the special graph structure,
it is still impractical for application to massive seismic volumes. This problem is due to
the underlying V CE-weight net graph structure that comprises around 100 million nodes
(taking narrow-band into consideration), with each node carrying up to the row-equivalent
number of half-edges. Assume that the number of rows in a given volume is 100, which
results in a total of about one trillion edges. Significant time and memory are required to
compute max-flow on such a huge graph. Therefore, we need a segmentation model that
Another set of 
half-edges
One set of 
half-edges
Figure 6.14. Schematic showing a set of half-edges on either side of a node in the
multicolumn graph.
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is faster and more efficient in memory than the MRF-based Bayesian surface extraction
algorithm but does not degrade the segmentation accuracy.
To tackle this challenge, we resort to fast and efficient approximate energy minimization
schemes that employ graph cuts iteratively [13]. As discussed in Chapter 1 (Subsec-
tion 1.2.3), these schemes work on certain types of energy that are derived from the Bayesian
labeling of first-order MRFs [14]. These energies are specifically related to pixel labeling in
a way that the minimization of these energies leads to the optimal assignment of a unique
label to each pixel. Since the global minimization of these energies is NP-hard in the
case of multiple labels, Boykov et al. [13] proposed two fast, highly efficient approximation
algorithms. These approximate schemes produce locally optimal solutions when dealing
with multiple labels. However, their empirical performance has been tested in producing
acceptable solutions efficiently in various applications [13]. By relying on their work, the
following work presents the approximate surface-estimation approaches to efficiently extract
horizons from the large volumes. Nonetheless, the energy related to these approaches
is primarily based on region. The following paragraph describes the underlying strategy
behind these approximation schemes and the transformation of their energy formulation to
accommodate surfaces.
The basic mechanism behind the approximate energy minimization algorithms is that
given a set of labels, l ∈ L, every pixel, p ∈ P, in a given volume needs to be assigned
a unique label. Now, the goal is to find a labeling such that the energy defined over the
assignment of labels to the pixels is minimized. To achieve this, the algorithm relies on
larger moves by simultaneously modifying the labels of a large collection of pixels. These
moves are referred to as expansion moves and swap moves, and the corresponding algorithms
are called α−expansion and α-β−swap algorithms. The α−expansion algorithm works by
iteratively optimizing the labeling by changing one label at each iteration. Similarly, the
α-β−swap algorithm works by iteratively optimizing the labeling with respect to one pair
of labels at a time. During each iteration, both algorithms use graph cuts to find the
global solution with respect to either individual labels (α−expansion) or a pair of labels
(α-β−swap). However, the basic difference between these two algorithms lies in their graph
construction, which supports a specific type of interaction penalty and optimizes their
energies. This penalty type defines the distance between a pair of labels in the label-set. To
be specific, α−expansion allows only a metric-type interaction penalty, whereas α-β−swap
accepts metric as well as semimetric-type interaction penalties.
Based on the application requirements, the energy functions that are considered in this
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work focus primarily on the surfaces. Thus, we extend the idea behind these approximation
schemes in developing highly efficient, surface-based energy minimization algorithms by
treating an intersection of each column and each slice within a given volume as a site. A
set of all sites defines the search space. The rows along each site of the search space define
the label-set. Now, the goal is to find a unique row (label) per site such that the total
energy corresponding to the assignment of rows to the sites is minimum. This design can
be interpreted as a multicolumn problem in which sites resemble columns and rows represent
layers. Therefore, it is viable to adopt the energy terms corresponding to the multicolumn-
based surface estimation technique in this approximation approach. This entails data costs,
which reflect the assignment of a particular row to a site, and interaction costs/penalties
based on the MRF-prior between a pair of rows in the adjacent sites. While expressing this
MRF-prior in the form of a metric (for example, `1-norm), both approximation approaches
can be used. On the other hand, if the MRF-prior is expressed in the form of a semimetric
(`2-norm), only the α-β−swap surface estimation approach can be used. The advantage
of these approaches over the multicolumn surface estimation approach lies in their energy
minimization strategy, which deals with only one row or a row-pair at any given time.
This strategy reduces the computation time as well as memory consumption by a factor
corresponding to the number of rows in a volume.
6.2.2.1 Results and Discussion
To analyze the run-time and the memory consumption of the approximate surface
estimation algorithms, we performed experiments using an α−expansion-based approach on
various seismic volumes of different sizes. Table 6.4 demonstrates the run-time and Table 6.5
shows a comparison of the memory consumption of this algorithm and the multicolumn-
based globally optimal surface estimation technique. These results demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the approximation approaches in producing highly efficient solutions in terms
Table 6.4. Run-time comparison of α−expansion and globally optimal surface estimation
algorithms (— represents too much time).
Image dimensions α−expansion Global
179 × 45 × 10 0 sec 4 sec.
187 × 45 × 385 1 sec 167 sec.
374 × 39 × 218 6 sec 2273 sec.
551 × 90 × 426 15 sec —
1000 × 75 × 1024 83 sec —
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Table 6.5. Comparison of memory usage between α−expansion and globally optimal
surface estimation algorithms (— did not fit in the memory).
Image dimensions α−expansion Global
179 × 45 × 10 2MB 333MB
187 × 45 × 385 585MB 23.7GB
374 × 39 × 218 714MB 13.3GB
551 × 90 × 426 1GB —
1000 × 75 × 1024 7GB —
of time as well as memory. Specifically, the α−expansion approach gains an exponential
improvement in time and memory over the globally optimal surface estimation method.
Besides the efficiency, we examined the quality of the extracted horizons in various
challenging situations including the surrounding horizon structures that possess better
data-related features than the desired horizon with respect to the user-defined landmarks.
Figs. 6.15 and 6.16 show the slices of seismic examples with horizons extracted from a set of
user-defined landmarks. As seen in Fig. 6.16b, α−expansion algorithm produces undesired
output around the region pertaining to the low-quality data-related features. In such kind
of regions, the algorithm is attracted to the surrounding horizons. This undesired behavior
of the algorithm is related to the initialization problem, because of which the solution has




Figure 6.15. Horizon extracted on 551× 90× 426-sized volume using (a) globally optimal
multicolumn and (b) α−expansion surface estimation approaches.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.16. Horizon extracted on 179× 45× 10-sized volume using (a) globally optimal
multicolumn and (b) α−expansion surface estimation approaces.
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This chapter concludes the dissertation by summarizing the contributions of the research,
followed by a discussion of its limitations and possibilities for future work.
7.1 Research Contributions
This dissertation develops a surface-based Bayesian image segmentation algorithm that
relies on a generative image model by incorporating both global and local shape priors in the
energy minimization framework. Unlike previous shape models that impose over-restrictive
shape constraints by limiting the solution to some learned subspace of shapes, the proposed
algorithm allows deviations from this subspace, in a rather controlled fashion by means of
local shape priors. The major advantage in allowing subspace deviations lies in their ability
to accommodate test data complexities that are not charaterized by the learned subspace.
This ability is crucial when dealing with a limited number of training samples that may
not be adequate in defining the underlying high shape variability of the desired object.
Further, the framework employs the coordinate descent-based optimization strategy by
globally maximizing the surface and parametric shape prior estimate in an iterative fashion.
Due to these global updates, the energy to be minimized converges in a few iterations.
To seek a globally optimal surface, image segmentation takes place in a discrete paramet-
ric search space whose topology complies with the desired surface. A nested mesh model is
required to define this search space. Various mesh-generation strategies have been explored
to build good-quality nested meshes. This dissertation also develops a generative intensity
model from a training set of intensity patterns with an anisotropic Gaussian distribution
around a learned mean. Next, the dissertation extends this energy minimization framework
to simultaneously extract multiple surfaces in a globally optimal manner.
We applied the proposed framework to segment the left atrium wall in LGE-MRI
volumes. For the purpose of validation, this framework has been evaluated on not only
the quality of the segmentation, but also its impact on clinical decision making. This
validation helps produce a decision pipeline that has a much lower labor content.
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Apart from the segmentation of the left atrium, the proposed framework has been applied
to segment contact lenses in OCT images and to extract geological structures in seismic
volumes. Due to the enormity of seismic volumes, the proposed framework takes a consider-
able amount of time and memory to seek globally optimal surfaces. Various strategies have
been explored to achieve better speed-ups and memory consumption. Toward this goal,
we tried to parallelize graph cuts by using various max-flow algorithms on shared memory
multiprocessor systems. To further improve the run-time and memory usage, we adapted
fast approximate energy minimization schemes [1] in a way that the energy to be minimized
corresponds to the surfaces rather than to the regions.
7.2 Limitations and Future Work
This section discusses the limitations of the presented framework and proposes possible
directions in which to extend this research.
7.2.1 Improvements in Global Shape Prior
As discussed in Chapters 2 through 5, the shapes of the left atrium that are acquired
from LGE-MRI image volumes are highly variable. Modeling shape priors by using a
unimodal Gaussian distribution may not be adequate to address this significant nonlinear
shape variation.
To capture this shape variability, one can model shape priors by using a multimodal
Gaussian distribution that considers the linear subspace spanned by each mixture compo-
nent. In particular, global shape priors can be modeled as a mixture of Gaussians [2], whose
parameters are learned in a high-dimensional shape space rather than preprojecting onto a
low-dimensional subspace. The desired segmentation is estimated by treating the identity
of a mixture component as a latent variable and marginalizing it within a generalized
expectation maximization (EM) framework. In the E-step, mixture component probabilities
are estimated for a given image and current surface estimate. In the M-step, a conditional
maximization-based scheme can be used that alternates between two phases. In the first
phase, component-specific shape parameters are estimated in closed form. In the second
phase, the desired surface is estimated by marginalizing it with respect to different mixture
components via a single graph cut.
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7.2.2 Initialization of Fast Approximate Energy
Minimization Schemes
Chapter 6, which addresses large volume segmentations, such as with seismic data,
also discusses approximate energy minimization schemes that are faster and consume less
memory than not only the global, surface-based energy minimization algorithm (Chapter 3)
but also its parallel versions. However, these schemes have a tendency to get trapped in a
local minimum if not initialized properly.
To overcome the local minima problem, a better initialization strategy is required.
One way to initialize the approximate energy minimization algorithms is by providing the
output of the globally optimal solution, which may be time and memory inefficient. This
problem can be handled by extracting the globally optimal horizon from the downsampled
volume and initializing the approximate approach based on the output acquired from
the downsampling strategy. Other initialization strategies include outputs acquired from
interpolation between landmarks and deformable models. Further, the accuracy of desired
horizons can be improved by employing a better feature extraction strategy that can
accommodate more features related to the geological structures.
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